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ABSTRACT

The paucity of strong ground motion data in the Eastern U.S. (EUS),
combined with well recognized differences in earthquake source depths
and wave propagation characteristics between Eastern and Western U.S.
(WUS) suggests that simulation studies will play a key role in assessing
earthquake hazard in the East. This report summarizes an extensive
simulation study of 5460 components of ground motion representing a
model parameter study for magnitude, distance, source orientation,
source depth and near-surface site conditions for a generic EUS crustal
model. The simulation methodology represents a hybrid approach to
modeling strong ground motion. Wave propagation is modeled with an
efficient frequency-wavenumber integration algorithm. The source time
function used for each grid element of a modeled fault is empirical,
scaled from near-field accelerograms. This study finds that each model
parameter has a significant influence on both the shape and amplitude
of the simulated response spectra. The combined effect of all para-
meters predicts a dispersion of response spectral values that is con-
sistent with strong ground motion observations.

This study provides guidelines for scaling WUS data from shallow earth-
quakes to the source depth conditions more typical in the EUS. The
modeled site conditions range from very soft soil to hard rock. To the
extent that these general site conditions model a specific site, the
simulated response spectral information can be used to either correct
spectra to a site-specific environment or used to compare expected
ground motions at different sites.
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 Sensitivity of Seismic Response Spectra to Rupture Shallowness

Due to the general lack of strong ground motion recordings available in
the Eastern United States (EUS), site-specific response spectra for EUS
sites are developed by performing extrapolations from response spectra
obtained from other areas such as the Western United States (WLIS).
To perform realistic extrapolations differences in tectonic and geologic
conditions between EUS and the source region of the strong ground
motion data must be properly taken into account. In extrapolating from
WUS to EUS, for example, there are geologic differences in material
attenuation behavior and crustal thickness as well as tectonic
differences in typical depth ranges of earthquake rupture for
magnitudes 4 and greater.

The first objective of this report is to document the response spectral
scaling required to account for differences in rupture shallowness as a
function of earthquake magnitude, fault type, soil conditions and site
distances. Typically, natural earthquakes in the EUS do not rupture to
(or even near to) the ground surface in contrast to WLIS events which
often rupture all the way to (or near to) the ground surface. There is
an insufficient amount of data available in the WUS to fully quantify the
sensitivity of seismic response spectra to differences in rupture depth
for a given set of earthquake parameters of interest (i.e., various
combinations of earthquake magnitude, fault type, soil conditions and
site distances needed to perform extrapolations to EUS sites). There-
fore, theoretical sensitivity studies are required and the sophisticated,
three-dimensional numerical modeling procedures described in Section
4.1 are employed for such a purpose.

As described in Section 42, 1820 three-component time histories have
been simulated on the computer for three different magnitudes (M L -
6.5, 5.5 and 45), two different fault types (strike-slip and dip-slip),
four different soil types (hard rock, stiff-soil, average-soil and soft-
soil) and seven different horizontal distances to the fault
(2,5,9,14,20,27 and 35 km), all for a variety of rupture depths and
rupture configurations. The corresponding response spectra for a
given set of earthquake parameters have been calculated from this
catalogue of 5460 simulated time histories by averaging the peudo-
velocity response spectral values 2 percent damping) at a given period
from five different rupture configuations to remove any possible biases
from rupture direction or site azimuth with respect to the fault. Addi-
tional simulations for MQ earthquakes have been carried out, Section
3.4, to further illustrate the effects of source depth and site conditions
on strong ground motions.

The parameters chosen to represent the four soil types and the cor-
responding wave propagational characteristi 'cs of each model are dis-
cussed in Chapter 3 Because the rupture shallowness sensitivity
studies are theoretical by nature, generalized crustal models are for-
mulated for generic EUS sites based primarily on a thorough literature
survey of regionalized EUS material properties and ground motion char-
acteristics for depths below two kilometers. The material properties
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assigned to the upper two kilometers define all the differences in soil
type among the four crustal structures and encompass a wide range of
local soil conditions. The shallow velocity profiles were chosen to span
the range of surface site conditions found at nuclear power plants in
the eastern U.S. Of particular significance to the sensitivity studies in
this report is the incorporation of a frequency dependence into the
material quality factors as suggested by the literature review. The
regional frequency dependence chosen is such that the quality factors
increase at frequencies above HZ, approaching a factor of two in
crease at the nyquist frequency of 30 HZ used in the earthquake
simulations.

The pseudo-velocity response spectral scaling functions appearing in
Chapter can be used to directly scale shallow WUS type earthquakes
for use in developing extrapolated EUS response spectra for deeper
events. Alternatively, these scaling functions can be used to determine
the conditions under which shallow WUS events should be excluded from
the database for purposes of extrapolation to hypothetically deeper EUS
events. A sample figure for the M6.5 rupture depth sensitivity study
is shown in Figure E-1 for the soft-soil crustal model. The smoothed
pseudo-velocity response spectral ratios in this figure correspond to the
spectra for the shallow rupture simulations (O to 15 km) divided by the
spectra for the deeper rupture simulations (5 to 20 km). The upper
left and right plots represent the averaged horizontal and vertical
components, respectively, for five rupture configurations with strike-
slip fault motions. The corresponding lower plots are for the dip-slip
fault motions. For each plot, the scaling functions are shown for the
seven different site distances considered using different line types for
each distance.

The conclusions drawn from Figure E-1, and the other figures in
Chapter 5, will be summarized first for the short period response and
then for the long. The short period response 003-0.5 sec) is con-
trolled by several phenomena. On one hand, the shallowest ruptures
represent the case with the shortest average travel-path. Considering
geometrical spreading, it is not surprising that near-field stations show
uniformly large zero period acceleration (ZPA) values for shallow
sources relative to deep events. At larger distances the rupture depth
has a diminishing effect on geometric spreading as the path lengths are
comparable. However, at larger distances the raypaths are more
horizontal and seismic wave propagation effects begin to strongly filter
the energy radiated by the source. Attenuation uniformly decreases
seismic energy for every wavelength of propagation. At larger
distances the path for the shallower rupture traverses a generally lower
Q section of the model and the associated sites are characterized by
response spectra with diminished amplitudes at short periods.

While geometric spreading, elastic propagation effects and the source
radiation pattern are equally important for shaping the response
spectra, for the site distances and Q-values considered in this report
attenuation is of lessor significance for the long periods. This study
shows that the long period response, relative to the ZPA, increases as
a function of distance and decreasing source depth. This result is
primarily related to the development of surface waves with distance and
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M6.5 Rupture Depth. These ratios represent the spectra derived
for the soft-soil crustal model for shallow (0-15 km) ruptures
divided by the spectra computed for deep 5-20 km) ruptures.
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the increasing excitation of surface waves with decreasing source
depth.

The wide range of spectral ratios presented in Chapter 5, Figures 27
through 41, can be used to scale response spectra for the efforts of
source depth. Suggested guidelines for their use are offered in Section
8.1.

1.2 Response Spectral Values for Shallow, Small Magnitude Earthquakes

Although surface or near-surface rupture is uncommon for large mag-
nitude (m b>5.5) earthquakes in EUS, smaller events have been observed
at shallow depths both from natural causes and associated with
reservoir filling. These small shallow earthquakes have caused
intensity VI damage over small areas. The second objective of this
report is to estimate, using the sophisticated three-dimensional
numerical modeling procedure described in Section 41, the potential
ground motions from these small shallow events and to compare the
spectral shapes to those calculated for larger magnitude earthquakes
occurring at more typical depths in the EUS. Additional studies were
also undertaken under this objective to document the effects of the
surface breakout phase in the seismic response spectra. The results of
this phase of the study are presented in Chapter 6.

To address the first part of this objective, pseudo-velocity response
spectral values for four different depth M4.5 rupture simulations are
compared with the corresponding values for a deep M5.5 rupture
simulation. A sample figure for the stiff-soil site at a distance of km
is shown in Figure E-2. The format is the same as Figure E-1 except
that response spectral values (instead of ratios) are shown and the five
different line types correspond to the four M4.5 rupture simulations
plus the M5.5 rupture simulation. Exceedences of the response spectra
of the shallow M4.5 earthquakes shown by the first four line types in
each inset figure, over the deep M5.5, fifth line type in each inset
figure, events are evident in Figure E-2. The largest exceedences are
found for the vertical components from the closest and shallowest
events. The wave propagation and source effects discussed in Chapter
4.3, Chapter and in Section 8.1 are primarily responsible for the
large spectral values at short periods for the shallow events. For the
soft-soil sites the short period horizontal spectra for the M4.5 events
are below the M5.5 spectra at 20 Km. For the stiff site response
spectra, the results for the shallow M4.5 and the deep M5.5 events are
comparable at the largest distances studies.

Some previous researchers have suggested that the process of
rupturing the surface produces a large, high frequency Rayleigh wave,
generally referred to as a "breakout phase." The presence of this
phase has been predicted on the basis of numerical models of very
uniform, smooth rupture on a perfectly planar fault. In order to study
the significance of this phase for the more realistic modeling in this
study, it is necessary to compare the ground motions from surface
ruptures to those from ruptures that stop just short of the surface.
To this end, simulations have been carried out for five cases with the
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top of the rupture surface varied from to 500 M. A sample figure for
the soft-soil site at Km site distance is shown in Figure E-3. The
format is the same as Figure E-2 and the five different line types
correspond to the M4.5 rupture simulation that breaks the ground
surface plus the four M4.5 rupture simulations that stop just short
(viz, within 50 '200, 300 and 500 meters) of the ground surface. Aside
from the effects of source depth discussed above, this study shows that
there is no dramatic effects from rupturing all of the way to the
surface versus rupture stopping at depth. Previous suggestions of a
strong breakout phase may be an artifact of the overly simple and
smooth models.

1.3 Sensitivity of Seismic Response Spectra to Local Soil Conditions

The third objective of this report is to demonstrate the possible effects
of local soil conditions on the seismic response spectra. The sensitivity
studies under the first two objectives compare earthquake ruptures of
various magnitudes, fault types, earth structures and site distances as
a function of rupture shallowness. The sensitivity studies under this
third objective compare M5.5 rupture simulations for various rupture
depths, fault types and site distances as a function of earth structure.

Using the soft-soil crustal model as a common point of reference,
pseudo-velocity response spectral ratios of the soft-soil model results
divided by the corresponding response spectra values for the
average-soil, stiff-soil and hard-rock crustal models are shown in
Chapter 7 for three different depth, M5.5, rupture simulations. A
sample figure comparing soft-soil to stiff-soil sites is shown in Figure
E-4 for the M5.5, 0-5 km rupture depth. The format is the same as
Figure E-1 with the different line types again representing the different
site distances.

The curves in Figure E-4 show that lower velocity propagation paths in
the soft-soil crustal model relative to the other crustal models give rise
to short-period impedance amplification in the response spectral ratios.
These impedance amplifications are counterbalanced by greater material
attenuation (lower surficial Q values) in the soft-soil paths,
proportional to the number of wavelengths traveled through the low Q
paths. At longer periods, the attenuation behavior becomes less
important at the site distances considered and the impedance amplifi-
cation becomes less important because the corresponding wavelengths
are too long to be significantly affected by the the changes in shallow
velocity, but rather are influenced by averaged path properties. There
is substantial amplification in the response spectral ratios at longer
periods (1 to 4 seconds) associated with the larger surface-wave ampli-
tudes excited in the soft-soil crustal model relative to the average-soil,
stiff-soil and especially the hard-rock crustal models.

in comparing the short period horizontal response spectral ratios, this
study indicates that 10-30% larger high-frequency motions should be
expected for soft-soil sites relative to average-soil sites within about
10 Km distances for ruptures over 0-5 Km depth. Larger high-
frequency motions for the corresponding vertical components are
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expected to occur within about 25 or 30 Km distance for the shallow
rupture depth (larger quality factors associated with the P-waves have
less influence). The deeper rupture simulations are less influenced by
the shallow, low Q material properties and larger high frequency
motions (up to 50% in the horizontal components and up to a factor of
,-2 in the vertical components) are predicted to occur for soft-soil sites
relative to average soil-sites at all distances considered. Detailed
discussions -of the effects of each model are presented in Chapter 7.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

2.1 Background and Objectives

In order to develop site-specific response spectra from strong ground
motion recordings appropriate for Eastern United States (EUS) sites, it
is necessary to perform extrapolations from response spectra appro-
priate in other areas due to the scarcity of strong ground motion re-
cordings available in the EUS. Recordings obtained from. the more
abundant Western United States (WUS) database are typically chosen to
perform these extrapolations.

The extrapolations require knowledge of how differences in tectonic and
geologic conditions between EUS and WUS translate into differences in
recorded ground motions. Two of the most widely accepted geologic
differences between EUS and WUS are the greater amount of material
attenuation (lower quality factors, Q) in the WUS relative to the EUS
and ti`ie average crustal thickness 30 Km in WUS versus 40 Km in
EUS). The differences in Q have allowed high frequency energy to be
observed at much larger distances in EUS than in WUS. Accordingly,
spectral shapes extrapolated from the WUS database at a particular
distance must be appropriately scaled to accommodate the increased
energy anticipated at high frequency, as demonstrated in a previous
study by Apsel et al. (1980) for Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL). The differences in crustal thickness will allow
downgoing energy to return back to the surface at closer distances in
WUS relative to EUS, but is of second order importance at distances
closer than one crustal thickness.

One of the most widely accepted tectonic differences between EUS and
WUS is the observed depth of earthquake rupture for magnitudes 4 and
greater. Typically, earthquakes in the EUS do not rupture to (or even
near to) the ground surface in contrast to WUS events which often
rupture all the way to (or near to) the ground surface. The first
objective of this report is to document, using sophisticated three-
dimensional numerical modeling techniques, how spectral shapes extrapo-
lated from the WUS database must be scaled to account for differences
in earthquake rupture shallowness. This objective encompasses Task I
of the original purchase order and includes making recommendations as
to the conditions under which the scaling for rupture shallowness
becomes sufficiently severe to exclude the shallowest events from the
WUS database when performing extrapolations for site-specific EUS
response spectra.

Although surface or near-surface rupture is uncommon for large mag-
nitude (mb >5.5) earthquakes in EUS, smaller events have been observed
at shallow depths both from natural causes as well as from triggered
events associated with reservoir filling. These small shallow earth-
quakes have caused intensity VII damage over small areas and are not
currently used in defining the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) for
nuclear power plants in the EUS. The second objective of this report
is to estimate, using sophisticated three-dimensional numerical modeling
techniques, the potential ground motions from these small shallow events
and to compare the spectral shapes to those calculated for larger mag-
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nitude earthquakes occurring at more typical depths in the EUS. This
objective encompasses Task 2 of the original purchase order and
addresses additional studies related to the effects of breakout phases on
the simulated ground motions.

The third objective of this report is to demonstrate the possible effects
of local soil conditions on the seismic response spectra. The sensitivity
studies under the first two objectives compare earthquake ruptures of
various magnitudes, site distances and fault types as a function of
rupture shallowness for a generic rock site and a generic soil site and
do not include the possible effects of site-specific soil properties pre-
sent in the upper fifty meters. The sensitivity studies under this
third objective repeat many of the studies under the first two objectives
with two more site-specific soil profiles and comparisons are made among
four earth models to demonstrate the effects of local soil conditions on
the calculated response spectra.

2.2 Outline of Report

A discussion of wave propagation in EUS earth structures is presented
in Chapter 3 The discussion begins in Section 31 with a review of
the literature of material properties deduced for the EUS by other
researchers and continues in Section 32 with the choice of four generic
crustal models to be used for the EUS rupture simulations representing
hard-rock, stiff-soil, average-soil, and soft-soil sites, respectively.
The findings in Section 31 indicate a need to incorporate a frequency
dependence into the material quality factors (Q) and in Section 33 a
frequency dependence is chosen for EUS Q values and is discussed in
terms of its implications on the conclusions drawn from the sensitivity
studies carried out in this report. Simulated acceleration time histories
for a sampling of small magnitude earthquakes are presented in
Section 34 for the stiff-soil and soft-soil earth structures to give the
reader more insight into the trends evidenced in the seismic response
spectra for the larger magnitude simulations of the later sections.
These acceleration time histories represent the Green's functions for a
given EUS crustal model convolved in time with a real source function
representing an approximately Km-square zone of earthquake rupture.

These types of simulated acceleration time histories form the basis for
the finite earthquake rupture methodology for larger magnitude events
as discussed in Section 41. The methodology is a hybrid approach
based on the representation theorem of Elastodynamic.s, in which the
dynamic three-dimensional Green's functions for a given earth structure
are convolved in time as well as space (assuming linear superposition)
with an empirical characterization of fault slippage over the entire
rupture surface (Hadley, et al., 1982). Assumptions regarding the
stochastic nature of fault slippage for a given rupture zone are avoided
by using empirical sources derived from accelerograms recorded under
special conditions where the transfer function for the earth closely
resembles a Delta-function. Assumptions regarding the Green's func-
tions for a given three-dimensional layered viscoelastic earth structure
are avoided by using an efficient frequency-wavenumber integration
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algorithm based on the work of Apsel 1979). In addition to the details
of the earthquake simulation methodology, comparisons are made to
other solution techniques in Section 41. Because of the large number
of sensitivity studies required to address the objectives of Section 21,
a catalogue system is offered in Section 42 to succinctly identify the
individual computer simulations. Simulated acceleration time histories
for a sampling of magnitude 65 earthquakes are presented in Section
4.3 for the soft-soil earth structure to show several important features
for reference in discussing the seismic response spectra in later
chapters.

The sensitivity studies addressing the first objective regarding the
effects of rupture shallowness on the seismic response spectra are
shown in Chapter 5. Studies for magnitude 65, 5.5 and 45
simulations are displayed in the three Sections 5.1, 52 and 53,
respectively. The results are presented in the form of response
spectral ratios with the shallow rupture results always normalized by
the deeper rupture results. The response spectrum for a given site
distance and fault type is obtained from averaging the response spectra
f rom five individual rupture configurations (ten components for
horizontal motions and five components for vertical motions) to remove
the effects of receiver azimuth. On each figure, the response spectral
ratios are shown for all seven site distances from 2 to 35 Km for both
the averaged horizontal and vertical components and for both strike-slip
and dip-slip fault types.

The sensitivity studies addressing the second objective regarding the
potential ground motions from small shallow events are shown in Chapter
6. Studies comparing magnitude 45 events at various depths to a deep
magnitude 5.5 event are displayed in Section 61 and studies related to
possible effects of surface rupture break-out phases are displayed in
Section 62. The results are presented in the form of response spec-
tral values for a given site distance. On each figure for a given site
distance, the response spectral values are shown for the various
rupture depths for both the averaged horizontal and vertical
components and for both strike-slip and dip-slip fault types.

The sensitivity studies addressing the third objective regarding the
effects of shallow soil conditions on the seismic response spectra are
shown in Chapter 7 Studies comparing soft-soil to average-soil, stiff-
soil and hard-rock are displayed for magnitude 5.5 simulations at three
different rupture depths. The results are presented in the form of
response spectral ratios analogous to the format of Chapter .

The most important conclusions from all the sensitivity studies are
summarized in Chapter and recommendations are made regarding the
applicability of the findings. A reference list may be found in
Chapter 9.
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3.0 WAVE PROPAGATION IN EUS EARTH STRUCTURES

3.1 Review of Literature on Generic EUS Material Properties

Because the objectives discussed in Section 21 are theoretical by
nature with application to generic (as opposed to specific) near-field
EUS sites, the literature review of EUS material properties concentrates
more heavily on regionalized crustal values rather than on local soil
conditions. A limited number of such generic EUS crustal models have
appeared in the literature. Fortunately, of the few velocity and
density models that have appeared, there is a minimal amount of scatter
for the gross behavior as a function of depth. The scatter about the
mean consensus of Q values is significantly larger, however.

Composites of the compressional and shear wave velocities as a function
of depth are shown, respectively, in Figures and 2 and are compiled
from the works of Herrmann and Nuttli (1975a), Mitche,11 and Hashim
(1977), Herrmann 1979), Mitchell and Herrmann 1979), Chung 1979),
and Carts and Bollinger 1981). The works of Herrin and Taggert
(1962), Brune and Dorman 1963), McEvilly 1964), McCamy and Meyer
(1966), Herrmann and Goertz 1981), Singh 1981), and others and
personal communications with Nuttli and others provide strong support
for the general features of these composite velocity profiles. The
velocity model of Herrman and Nuttli (1975a) is based on refracted P
waves generated by earthquakes and explosions in EUS as studied by
Nuttli, et al. 1969) and has included a 2-Km thick sedimentary layer to
represent the gross sedimentary rock cover over the Precambrian base-
ment in the Central United States. The velocity model of Mitchell and
Hashim 1977) is derived from nonlinear least-squares fitting of travel
time data derived from seismic activity in the vicinity of the New Madrid
seismic zone. The velocity model of Herrmann 1979) agrees reasonably
well with P-wave refraction and surface wave dispersion models.
Mitchell and Herrmann 1979) inverted Rayleigh and Love wave group
and phase velocity data to obtain a shear wave profile using the fixed
compressional wave profile of Mitchell and Hashim 1977). The Carts
and Bollinger 1981) model is based on travel time data of 250 Pn, Pg,
Sn and Lg phases from 90 seismograms collected from the M3.7 shallow
earthquake of 26 August 79 near Lake Jocassee Reservoir in NW South
Carolina. The Chung 1979) model was formulated for use in an LLNL
project to study the relative effects of differences in Q on earthquake
strong ground motions between WUS and EUS (Apsel, et al., 1980).
The velocity model of Chung 1979) is based on a composite of values
suggested by researchers at MIT, Weston, and Lamont-Doherty and is
almost identical to the velocity model of Herrmann 1979). As will be
discussed in the next section, the generalized crustal velocity values
derived from these composites are in good agreement with the
independently obtained generalized crustal models of Chung 1979 as
shown for the generalized crustal stiff-soil model in Figures and 2.

Because of the significantly larger amount of scatter about the mean
consensus of Q values relative to the minimal scatter for the velocity
values (Figures and 2 and the density values (not shown), the
literature was scrutinized very closely in order to draw relevant
conclusions regarding generic material attenuation in the EUS. This is
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perhaps the most crucial aspect of the literature review for the
applications in this study because in trying to understand the
influences of shallow soil properties on shallow earthquake rupture,
there are competing effects between the amplification by lower velocity
material and the corresponding attenuation behavior. Conclusions on
the effects of local site conditions are therefore sensitive to the Q
values adopted for a given earth model. Some of the scatter in the
published Q values may be related to the recently growing consensus
that Q increases as a function of frequency above Hz. Also, the
various Q estimates are based on data from differing frequency ranges.
Therefore, in order to derive a composite Q versus depth profile for
EUS, it is first necessary to determine a generic frequency dependent
behavior for EUS and then to normalize the various Q estimates from
different frequency ranges back to a reference frequency, such as
1 Hz.

The normalized Hz shear-wave quality factors are shown in Figure 3
as a function of depth, compiled from the works of Mitchell 1973),
Herrmann and Mitchell 1975), Bollinger 1979), Chung 1979), Mitchell
(1980), Herrmann 1980), Mitchell 1981), Cheng and Mitchell 1981)
and Singh 1981). The works of Mitchell 1981) and Singh 1981) and
the recent work of Dwyer et al. 1982) were weighted heavily in
choosing a simple normalization procedure to correct for frequency
dependence; namely, assuming Q increases as a function of frequency
above Hz according to frequency to the power 02 for EUS. This
assumption is discussed in more detail in Section 33 in terms of a more
general frequency dependent law and in terms of suggested frequency
dependences of Q in areas other than EUS. The works of Nuttli
(1973), Der et al. 1975, 1977), Street 1976), Jones et al. 1977),
Nuttli and Dwyer (1978), Aki (1980), and others and personal
communications with Nuttli and others provide supporting arguments for
some of the general features of these composite shear-wave quality
factors. The works of Mitchell 1973), Herrmann and Mitchell 1975),
and Cheng and Mitchell 1981) are based on comparing theoretical
surface waves to observed data in the 4 to 40 second period range,
while the works of Nuttli 1973), Street 1976), and Bollinger 1979)
are based on modeling the attenuation of Lg waves in the to 4 second
period range. The works of Herrmann 1980) and Singh 1981) are
based on coda of local earthquakes recorded on broadband instruments
using an extension of the Aki 1979) coda model. The works of Der et
al. 1975, 1977) are based on amplitudes and dominant periods of tele-
seismic P-waves and the regionalizations of Q across the United States
agrees very well with the corresponding regionalization found in Singh
(1981). The works of Nuttli and Dwyer 1978) and Dwyer et al. 1982)
are based on the spatial attenuation of 1-10 Hz Lg-waves -in the Central
United States. The works of Mitchell 1980, 1981) make use of the
broadband data from most of the previously referenced studies involving
material attenuation in the EUS. The work of Chung 1979) represents
an independently obtained shear-wave quality factor profile for use in
modeling high-frequency strong ground motions and the values have
been reduced from high frequency for the Hz normalization. As in
the composite velocity profiles, the generalized crustal Q values derived
from these composites are in good agreement with the normalized Chung
(1979) profile for Q as shown for the generalized crustal stiff-soil model
in Figure 3.
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3.2 Generalized Crustal Models for EUS

The generalized crustal models derived from the review of the literature
in the previous section are delineated in Tables through 4 for hard-
rock, stiff-soil, average-soil and soft-soil sites, respectively. Each
layer is characterized by compressional and shear wave velocities,
density and compressional and shear wave quality factors. The material
properties below a depth of two kilometers are identical in all four
models and represent a consensus of values discussed in the previous
section. The compressional-wave material quality factors at all depths
are assigned values with the common assumption that no dissipation
occurs in pure compression, .e./ Q =0.75 Of/p)2Q (Hart, 1977). The
frequency dependence assigned to e quality factors will be discussed
in detail in the following section.

The material properties in the upper two kilometers differentiate among
the four generic crustal models. In the hard-rock earth model, the
upper two kilometers are characterized by large shear and compressional
velocities of 33 and 57 Km/sec, respectively, and large quality factors
(little attenuation at distances of interest). in the stiff-soil earth
model, the seismic velocities are almost reduced in half in the upper 500
meters and are also reduced slightly from 0.5 to 20 kilometers. If the
quality factors were unaltered, then simulations performed for stiff-soil
sites would always have produced larger ground motions than simula-
tions performed for hard-rock sites, because of conservation of energy
(impedance amplification). However, the quality factors have been
reduced in the upper two kilometers to reflect the behavior of the less
competent material, which will cause waves propagating through the
upper two kilometers to attenuate more rapidly as a function of distance
and frequency in the stiff-soil simulations compared to the hard-rock
simulations. it is extremely important for the reader to always be
aware of this crucial tradeoff between increased amplitude in lower-
velocity material from conservation of energy and the decreased
amplitude from more severe material attenuation effects.

In the average-soil model, the shear-wave velocity is reduced to 0.85
Km/sec in the upper fifty meters and the shear-wave quality factor is
reduced only slightly. The material properties below fifty meters are
identical to those in the stiff-soil model. The soft-soil model has
altered material properties in the upper 300 meters relative to the
stiff-soil and average-soil models. The seismic velocities in the upper
50 meters are reduced substantially (shear velocity of 02 Km/sec as
are the material quality factors, encompassing a broad range of local
soil conditions among the four crustal models. The low values for the
quality factors in the low velocity materials were chosen on the basis of
recently published studies of near-surface attenuation in Redpath et a.
(1982). It is interesting to note that the work of Wiggins, et a.
(1978) for WUS earth structures uses an empirical formula Q =30PI 25

based on laboratory and field experiments and is in fairly goNd agree-
ment with the near-surface material quality factors chosen for the
soft-soil model.
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GENERALIZED CRUSTAL MODELS IN EUS

Layer Seismic Velocities Density Material Quality Factors*
Depth U P P 3 QU Q
(Km) (Km/sec) (Km/sec) gm/cm

Table 1. Hard-Rock Model (EUSGCR1)

0.0-2.0 5.70 3.30 2.60 620 275
2.0-10.0 6.10 3.50 2.75 910 400
10.0-20.0 6.35 3.65 2.87 1820 800
20.0-26.0 6.60 3.80 3.00 2710 1200
26.0-40.0 6.85 3.95 3.12 3380 1500
40.0-oo 8.15 4.70 3.42 3380 1500

Table 2. Stiff-Soil Model (EUSGCSI)

0.0-0.5 3.00 1.70 1.80 175 75
0.5-2.0 5.20 2.90 2.50 480 200
2.0-10.0 6.10 3.50 2.75 910 400
10.0-20.0 6.35 3.65 2.87 1820 800
20.0-26.0 6.60 3.80 3.00 2710 1200
26.0-40.0 6.85 3.95 3.12 3380 1500
40.0-oo 8.15 4.70 3.42 3380 1500

Table 3 Average-Soil Model (EUSGCS2)

0.00-0.05 2.00 0.85 1.60 210 50
0.05-0.5 3.00 1.70 1.80 175 75
0.5-2.0 5.20 2.90 2.50 480 200
2.0-10.0 6.10 3.50 2.75 910 400
10.0-20.0 6.35 3.65 2.87 1820 800
20.0-26.0 6.60 3.80 3.00 2710 1200
26.0-40.0 6.85 3.95 3.12 3380 1500
40.0-co 8.15 4.70 3.42 3380 1500

Table 4 Soft-Soil Model (EUSGCS3)

0.00-0.05 0.50 0.20 1.30 19 4
0.05-0.2 1.60 0.50 1.50 92 12
0.2-0.3 2.10 1.20 1.70 92 40
0.3-0.5 .3.00 1.70 1.80 175 75
0.5-2.0 5.20 2.90 2.50 480 200
2.0-10.0 6.10 3.50 2.75 910 400
10.0-20.0 6.35 3.65 2.87 1820 800
20.0-26.0 6.60 3.80 3.00 2710 1200
26.0-40.0 6.85 3.95 3.12 3380 1500
40.0-co 8.15 4.70 3.42 3380 1500

*Material quality factors at 1 Hz with a frequency dependence described
by the curve with of = 03 in Figure 4.
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3.3 Frequency Dependence of Q

As discussed in Section 31, there s a grow -�i.ng consensus among
researchers that the material quality factors, Q, tend to increase as a
function f frequency above aout Hz to at least Hz, but are
virtually frequency ndependent for periods between and 10,000
seconds. There is not much information available on the higher fre-
quency behavior of but utrasonic lab experiments suggest that it
becomes frequency independent at sufficiently high frequencies. All
these features are incorporated nto the following frequency dependent
law:

QM C0(f o/f1)90 I C+
Q(f 1) QFLM no QFL�l

C0(f 0/f) + 1 + I (f/f _j

in which f is the nrmalizing frequency at which Q begins to grow
proportionally to a power n 1t;h Q F L M a limiting factor controlling the
high frequency Q; f is e normalizing frequency below which Q
begins to grow proportionally to a power n 0 ; and C is a constant used
to ensure that Q(f) equals the normalizing alues at f=f as well

0as at f=fi, keeping it relatively frequency independent at frequencies in
between:

= (f0 /f1 I 1 (2)
0 1 (f / f 110

0 1

The form of Eq. (1) allows sufficient flexibility for specific applications
and preserves the physically motivated characteristics of seismic wave
attenuation.

For applications to the ELIS, the consensus of the literature review from
Section 31 regarding the frequency dependent nature of Q is used
together with knowledge gained from studies in other areas to set the
parameters in Eq. 11). First, the results of Singh 1981) at St. Louis
university indicate that = 02 to 03 for Central United States and 

0.3 to 04 for Northeaslern United States (with f 1 Hz and Q F LuMts
co) in the frequency range 0.5 to 30 Hz. Singh's regionalized res
exhibit a correlation between tectonic activity and the amplitude of
with values of nj as large as 06 in Southern California, which is in
support of the results of Singh (different author), Apse[, Fried and
Brune (1982). The results of Singh, et al. 1982) indicate that Q
increases approximately linearly with frequency along the imperial Fault
in Southern California and are derived using numerical inversion of the
15 October 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake aftershock clata. The
results of Mitchell 1981) indicate that nj = 02 for EUS (with f 1 = Hz
and Q = 0) in the frequency range ust above Hz. The work of
DwyerFLNerrmann and Nuttli 1982) extends Singh's 1981) results to
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10 Hz using spatial attenuation, characteristics of' high frequency
Lg-wave recordings and indicates average values of = _4 for EUS.
Other researchers supporting increases in Q as a func.Ion of frequency
above about Hz include: Bouchon 1981), who reports r1l = G&-0.9
for Pg-waves in France and Northern USSR:� Aki 1975), who -finds
q ,,,0.6-0.8 for coda waves from Japanese, earthquakes; Nuttli (1981),
3o finds n 0.7 for Lg-waves in the Novosibirsk region of USSR;
Clements 1992), who finds that a dependence of the form 142.89f) i's
required to explain discrepancies between sho-rt period t* (ravel
time/Q ) values and free-oscillation Qofvalues; and. Bonner, et al.
(1981)p who are- one of the first to ind laboratory evidence for
frequency dependent attenuation on rock samples.

Choosing f =1 as the normalizing frequency, C 1 =2,89 from the
Clements- (1�82) study, f =0.0001 Hz (10,000 seconds) and =0.1 as the
frequency independent %nger period constraints on theo frequency
dependence, and Q FLM = 10.0 as the maximum increase in Q as a
function of frequency, Eq. (1) is plotted in Figure 4 as a function of
frequency for a-family of curves representing n 1=0 ,1 03, _5, 07 and
1.0. To be consistent with the findings of Singh 1981), Mitchell
(1981) and Dwyer, et al. 1982), the curve with =0.3 is chosen as
the frequency dependent behavior of the material quality factors
delineated in Section 32 for the four generalized crustal models. It is
important to notice the factor of almost two increase in Q at 30 Hz
relative to the normalizing frequency of Hz and the frequency
independent behavior between Hz and the longest periods of interest.

A brief discussion on the possible influences of the frequency
dependent quality factors on the sensitivity studies of this report will
complete this section. As mentioned previously, the effect of lowering
the quality� factors in the shallow layers is to counterbalance the
tendency for increased amplitudes from shallow rupture in: the lower
velocity layers due to conservation of energy. Therefore, by allowing
Q to increase as a function of frequency, the compensatory effects of
material attenuation on potentially larger amplitudes from shallow erth-
quake� rupture are diminished. Furthermore, since changes� in Q do not
affect ground motions in a linear fashion (eg., changing Q by a factor
of two for Q < 00 has a much larger effect than changing Q by a
factor of two for Q > 000), the response spectral ratios corresponding
to shallow divided by deep rupture will be significantly affected by any
increases in Q up to and beyond the frequencies controlling the zero
period response spectral values. Also, increasing Q as a function of
frequency reduces the amount of attenuation in the high-frequency
constituents of simulated ground motions as a function of distance from
the fault. This has the additional effect of increasing the duration of
high-frequency ground shaking from the larger magnitude ruptures and
hence increases the amplification of the response spectral values at
short periods above the zero period response. In summary, the reader
should remain aware of these effects when interpreting the results of
this report in light of the uncertainties in the chosen frequency
dependence.
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3.4 Simulated Acceleration Time Histories for Single Zone Ruptures

Green's functions have been calculated for all four EUS crustal models
listed in Tables through 4 of Section 32. The term Green's function
is used to denote a time history corresponding to the impulse response
of a given earth structure at a particular receiver position due to a
generalized point source of arbitrary orientations at a particular source
position. An efficient three-dimensional frequency-wavenumber
integration algorithm, based on the work of Apsel 1979), has been
used to generate all the Green's functions for frequencies between to
30 Hz including all possible wave types for a given crustal model. This
is an important point because the Green's functions are responsible for
propagating any type of radiated seismic wave from each zone of earth-
quake rupture to each receiver site of interest.

Details of the methodology used in the frequency-wavenumber
integration algorithm may be found in Apsel 1979). Basically, the
differential equations of motion are solved in the frequency domain by
expressing the azimuthal dependence by a Fourier series expansion and
the radial dependence by a Bessel transform-type integral
representation. The kernels of the resulting inverse Bessel transforms
over wavenumber represent solutions to the differential equations of
motion in the frequency-wavenumber domain and are solved analytically
for a general layered viscoelastic medium. These kernels contain all the
depth dependence including the source and receiver depth and all the
material properties (shear and compressional wave velocities, densities,
material quality factors for both shear and compressional waves, and
thickness for all the layers). The kernels are derived in terms of
optimally efficient factorizations of the up- and down-going wave
amplitudes in each layer using the generalized reflection and
transmission coefficients, so as to include all the reflection, refractions,
transmission and conversion properties of the medium. Then, by
rigorously performing the inverse Besse[ transforms over all wave-
numbers (at each frequency value to be used for the discrete Fourier
synthesis), all possible arrivals (e.g., body and surface waves,
interface waves, multiple reflected and interconverted waves, near-field
and far-field terms, etc.) are automatically included at all receiver
locations of interest in the layered earth structure.

The Green's functions for the four crustal mdels have been calculated
for a grid of receivers sufficient to propagate the radiated seismic
energy from zones of rupture between to 15 Km depth out to epi-
central distances between 2 to 65 Km, allowing for site distances
between 2 to 35 Km for a 30 Km long M6.5 simulation. An extra six
Green's function depths were used in the shallowest layers of the
soft-soil model to enable highly refined sensitivity studies involving the
extremely shallow rupture in the upper 500 meters. In order to discuss
the wave propagation characteristics of these Green's functions in terms
of observed ground motion characteristics, it is necessary to first
convolve the Green's function with real source time histories in order to
produce realistic simulated ground motions from small magnitude single
zone ruptures. The real source function chosen for these small
magnitude simulations is taken from the M4.8 Horse Canyon Earthquake
of August 2 1975. Details of this convolution procedure are discussed
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in Section 41 for use in generating simulated ground motions from
larger magnitude rupture surfaces.

A sampling of these simulated acceleration time histories are shown in
Figures through for the soft-soil crustal model (Table 2 and in
Figures 9 through 11 for the stiff-soil crustal model (Table 4 In each
of the seven figures, a representative mesh of Green's function
components is shown for five epicentral distances (5, 20, 35, 50 and 65
Km) along an azimuth of 22.5 degrees from the strike of a vertical
strike-slip point dislocation at a particular source depth. The source
depths shown are: 0.25 Km in Fig. 5; 1.5 Km in Figs. 6 and 9 5.S
Km in Figs. 7 and 10; and 14.0 Km in Figs. and 11. The three
columns of selsmograms appearing in each figure correspond to the
vertical, radial and azimuthal components of motions, respectively.
Each time history is self-scaled so as to fit on the same size plot with
peak values printed on the respective left-hand axes in units of
cm/sec2. The acceleration values are all scaled to the same moment
release enabling a direct comparison of amplitude values. The average
M L calculated from these simulated accelerograms (Kanamori and
Jennings, 1978) is -.3.2.

The general characteristics observed in these simulated acceleration time
histories agree with the analogous features observed in the limited small
magnitude database for the EUS. For example, Herrmann and Nuttli
(1975b), Nuttli 1978) and Herrmann 1978) report a significantly larger
amount of two-second fundamental mode surface wave excitation from
various shallow events relative to deeper events (as seen in Figure 
relative to Figures 6 7 and 8). Also, the attenuation of the high-
frequency constituents as well as calculated local magnitudes as a
function of distance are within the scatter of data reported by Nuttli
(1973), Nuttli 1978), Herrmann and Goertz 1981), Dwyer, et al.
(1982), Ebel 1982). The attenuation behavior of the_peak horizontal
motions as a function of distance is approximately r 1,75 for z=0.25
Km (Fig. 5); r5 for z=1.5 (Figs. 6 and 9 r1,21 for z=5.5 Km
(Figs. 7 and 10); and r O for z=14.0 Km (Figs. and 11). The
computed attenuation with distance is much less severe for the deeper
events than found in studies of WUS earthquakes (see, for example,
Hadley, 1982). This result is in good agreement with the observation
that EUS earthquakes are generally felt over much broader regions than
are comparable sized events in the WUS.

The time histories in Figures through 11 contain a significant amount
of information, some of which can be used to anticipate the conclusions
that will be drawn in later chapters when analyzing the larger mag-
nitude simulations. For example, the relative amplitude changes
between Figures 5 thorugh and between Figures 9 through 11 will
control, to some degree, the relative contributions of ground motions
between shallow and deep rupture (neglecting the effects of destructive
and constructive interferences from neighboring rupture zones and from
the random firing times within each zone). For a close-in receiver (r=5
Km), there is a definite trend in all models toward increased amplitude
for shallower rupture, going from 14 Km depth, (Figures and 11 to
1.5 Km depth (Figures 6 and 9 for these strike-slip sources. For
shallower rupture at a depth of 025 Km in the soft-soil model
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(Figure 5), the low material quality factors for shear-waves appear to
have counterbalanced the impedance amplification in the azimuthal
components, while the vertical and radial components still experience an
increase in amplitude. For the other shallow depths considered in the
soft-soil model (not shown), there is a similar counterbalancing effect in
the largest components, which would seem to predict comparable
amplitudes from the same size rupture located at depths in the upper
two kilometers, with diminishing amplitudes for rupture depths below 2
kilometers. The hard-rock and average-soil time histories (not shown)
experience a similar diminishing amplitudes for rupture depths below 2
kilometers.

For larger distances (r > 20 Km), the trend for decreasing amplitude
with increasing rupture lepth is still present, but to a lesser degree,
for the stiff-soil model and is virtually eliminated in the soft-soil model
except in the vertical motions, in part due to the higher material
quality factors for P-waves. The trends discussed in terms of peak
amplitudes of these time histories are not definitive because comparisons
are being made between waves of different types and frequency
content, and the interaction of waves from neighboring rupture zones is
not considered for these small magnitude events. More realistic studies
on the effects of rupture shallowness may be found in Section 43 and
in Chapters and 6.

Anticipated differences in the time duration of strong ground shaking
and in the relative strength of surface wave excitation for the larger
magnitude ruptures can be made, however, with reasonable certainty.
For example, the simulated time histories in the soft-soil model have
significantly more surface wave excitation than the corresponding time
histories in the stiff-soil model (and in the average-soil and hard-rock
models, not shown), especially for the shallower rupture depths. Such
a phenomenon will be used to explain the amplification peaks around I
to 4 second periods in the response spectral ratios involving soil type
in Chapter 7 Analogously, the shallower rupture zones for a given
crustal model emit more surface wave energy and longer time duration
of high frequency shaking than the deeper rupture zones. This
phenomena explains the analogous amplification around to 4 second
periods in the response spectral ratios involving rupture shallowness in
Chapter and the surface wave excitation and time duration features of
the simulated M6.5 time histories shown in Section 43.
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4.0 EARTHQUAKE SIMULATION METHOLOLOGY
FOR PROPAGATING RUPTURES

4.1 Technical Discussion

In recent years significant progress in theoretical and observational
aspects of the mechanics of earthquakes has greatly increased our
understanding of the various physical processes involved. Concurrent
advances in computer simulations of strong ground motions provide a
powerful tool for studying the effects of a particular geologic or tec-
tonic environment. Although the quantity of strong motion recordings
is ever increasing, the current database is rather limited when
compared with the wide range of possible source to receiver
orientations, magnitude, tectonic conditions and geologic conditions.
Currently neither purely theoretical nor strictly empirical techniques
provide optimal guidelines for predicting site-specific strong ground
motion characteristics. Sierra Geophysics' approach has been to
develop a hybrid technique that draws upon the strengths of both the
theoretical and empirical methodologies.

The representation theorem of elastodynamics provides an expression for
the radiation in an elastic medium resulting from the creation of a
discontinuity in the displacement and/or stress fields across a fault
surface (see, for example, Burridge and Knopoff, 1964). For use in
simulating ground motions resulting from slippage of one side of the
fault relative to the other, the representation theorem is specialized to
the case in which the stress field is continuous across the fault:

X Y X

Gii(",;t) * §(,;t) dS(') (3).1 Y Y (ij = 12,3)
S

in which a x` t) represents the ground acceleration in the idirection at
time t and location x on the free surface of __" the ground. The integral
in Eq. 3 is over the fault surface with y being a point on S. The4 
kernel G..(yx ;t) represents the j-component of the Green's function
traction Vector for the unfaulted medium at location _" due to a con-> y
centrated point load at location x in the idirection (or, by reciprocity,
the displacement at location x in the idirection due to a point dis-
location at location y> in the j-direction). Fault slippage in --,the
j-direction at location y on the fault surface S is denoted by S Y;t)
and the double-dot superscript indicates two temporal derivatives.

At this stage of the analysis, certain assumptions must be made to
evaluate the integral in Eq. 3 over a finite fault surface S. These
assumptions form the basis for differences in computer modeling tech-
niques among different researches using the representation theorem
approach. No matter what the assumptions, any modeling technique
must satisfy the following criteria in order to simulate realistic ground
motions:
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(1) The numerical modeling results must be independent of the
grid size used to discretize the fault surface in evaluating the
fault surface integral;

(2) The Green's functions must represent the site-specific nature
of the geology without introducing any spurious site-specific
biases;

(3) The representation of fault slippage must not introduce any
spurious site-specific or earthquake-specific biases, including
any parameters used to represent the transition at some
frequency between coherent (deterministic) rupture prop-
agation along the fault and incoherent (stochastic) rupture
propagation along the fault; and

(4) Most importantly, the numerical modeling algorithm must be
able to match recorded ground motions over the entire fre-
quency range of interest and entire distance range of interest
(preferably, outside these ranges of interest as well, in order
to ensure reliable results within the range).

Sierra Geophysics' hybrid modeling technique satisfies all four criteria,
while at the same time, maximizes the cost-effectiveness of the
computational effort (Hadley, et al., 1982). To the best of our
knowledge, no other researchers have successfully satisfied the first
criterion. A few researchers have available the tools to satisfy the
second criterion, but often use values for input parameters, such as Q,
that introduce spurious site-specific biases. Considerable research
efforts, outside of Sierra Geophysics' ongoing program, have been and
are currently being directed toward constraining the transition between
deterministic and stochastic rupture processes under the third criterion
(eg., Andrews, 1980, 1981; Apsel, et al., 1979; Archuleta, et al.,
1981; Hanks and McGuire, 1981; and others). The objectives of some
of these researchers have shown promise in that they are interested in
deriving transition formulae that are tested against data from different
sites and different magnitude earthquakes to avoid site- or earthquake-
specific biases. However, much of the research occurring in the
characterization of fault slippage is limited to the individual researcher's
concepts of rupture physics.

Finite element or finite difference type algorithms represent the only
approaches available today, besides the present approach, for
simultaneously satisfying the first three criteria, but are of no practical
use for the broadband (O to 30 Hz) sensitivity studies pertinent to the
objectives outlined in Section 2.1. To give an example of the
impractibility of using finite element (or finite difference type) codes,
to resolve wavelengths on the order of 100 meters at 30 Hz would
require millions of grid elements (or nodes) to represent the 40 Km
thick EUS crust out to horizontal distances of 35 Km in purely
axisymmetric geometries. The calculations would require about 3000 time
steps and would consume literally years of computer time on the fastest
computers available today.
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As far as the fourth criteria is concerned, many researchers are
beginning to use actual recorded values to validate and sometimes
calibrate their modeling procedures. These researchers are typically
misled by one or more of the following shortcomings: (a) not checking
against all available recordings for the earthquake being studied; (b)
not checking against data from a sufficiently wide distance range; (c)
only checking against data in one magnitude range; and (d) only
checking against data from similar geologic or tectonic regimes.

In the following subsections is a detailed discussion of how Sierra
Geophysics' simulation procedure satisfies the first three criteria and
how the shortcomings listed above for the fourth criterion have been
avoided during validation and calibration of the computer algorithm.

4.1.1 Discretization of Rupture Surface and Source Functions

A fundamental ingredient in Sierra Geophysics' modeling methodology is
acknowledgment that rupture physics are not known deterministically at
wavelengths associated with the resolution of the seismic frequencies of
interest for simulating near-field strong ground motions. Accordingly,
it makes very little sense to attempt to evaluate the integral in Eq. 3)
rigorously up to the highest seismic frequencies of interest with all the
rupture parameters assigned values deterministically. Not only would
the computational cost be prohibitive, but it is physically unsettling to
model a stochastic process deterministically with random variables
included as additional parameters to achieve an incoherent rupture
effect. This leads to another basic philosophy in the simulation
procedure; namely, to employ the fewest number of parameters required
to satisfy the four previously mentioned criteria. This not only
simplifies the applicability of the computer program to arbitrary site-
specific conditions, but also enhances its understandability.

Assumptions on how to model the stochastic nature of the rupture
propagation in Eq. 3 are avoided in Sierra Geophysics' modeling
procedure by deriving the slip acceleration function, in Eq. 3 from
accelerograms recorded under special conditions. This comprises the
empirical part of Sierra Geophysics' hybrid modeling approach. Source
time functions derived in this manner represent realistic time histories
of energy radiated from a zone of the rupture surface and, therefore,
incorporate the stochastic processes that actually occur in such a zone.
These source functions would be exact if the Green's functions for the
earth material resembled a Delta-function in time and space, as can be
seen in Eq. 3 Of course, this is never precisely the case, but has
been very nearly the case for several earthquakes recordings in which
the epicentral distance is much less than the hypocentral depth and the
source-to-station path is nearly uniform with very little material
attenuation (high Q). Sample earthquakes with such recordings include
the August 2 1975 Horse Canyon event (as discussed by Hartzell,
1978), the August 6 1979 Coyote Lake event and the May-June 1980
Mammoth Lakes events.

The characteristic time duration of these real source functions defines
the frequency and hence characteristic wavelength at which the ground
motions must be modeled deterministically in this approach. The
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characteristic wavelength is typically on the order of a few kilometers
requiring a grid spacing of about one kilometer to make the modeling
results independent of the grid size (in contrast to discretization on the
order of tens of meters if one were interested in evaluating the integral
in Eq. 3 rigorously), thus handling the mesh size problem under the
first criterion.

The gross velocity of the rupture propagation is prescribed to be a
percentage of the local shear-wave velocity on the fault with the
percentage being an input parameter of the model. Then, for a given
rupture element on the fault, the real source time function is fired at a
time corresponding to a random position of the rupture front within that
particular element. This random position is also used to determine the
grid element to receiver orientation in convolving the source function
with the Green's function for that element. With this randomness, the
rupture front effectively has some patches breaking almost
simultaneously and others being smoothly distributed, as one might
expect from a random distribution of asperities along a fault.

This particular form of rupture incoherence was found to be necessary
when validating the procedure to avoid introducing a spurious
periodicity (period equal to grid size divided by rupture velocity) into
the simulations due to firing the source functions exactly when the
rupture front reaches the edge of each grid element. The stochastic
aspect of the turn-on location within each element is physically
satisfying, as well, in that the transition between deterministic and
stochastic rupture processes probably occurs at wavelengths between
the grid spacing and the characteristic wavelength of the real source
function, indicating the need for some kind of rupture incoherence at
wavelengths equal to the grid spacing.

The final aspect of ensuring that the third criterion is satisfied is
related to source strength and time duration of the real source
functions. For a given grid element, a source function is chosen from
the most current database with the closest hypocentral depth to the
depth of the element and with the closest seismic moment to the moment
increment desired to be released from that element. The characteristic
time of the chosen source function is typically less than the desired
input rise time for simulations with magnitudes greater than the mag-
nitude associated with the chosen source function (Kanamori and
Anderson, 1975). The rise time denotes the time duration that an
individual rupture element is allowed to be active and correlates with
the spacial extent of fault slippage. Information from the bundaries of
the fault requires a certain amount of time to propagate to the various
fault elements before that element will cease to be active. Three-
dimensional finite-element calculations (Archuleta and Frazier, 1978) and
three-dimensional finite-difference calculations (Day, 1979) support this
concept and the rise time for a given rupture element is typically
assigned an input value equal to the time required for a shear wave to
traverse the width of the fault.

In order to simultaneously satisfy the constraints on rise time and the
moment increment released in each rupture element, the source function
is allowed to fire N times within the element and the amplitude is scaled
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by 1/N) times the ratio of the desired moment increment divided by
the seismic moment associated with the source function. The number N
is equal to the maximum of unity and the nearest integer to the rise
time divided by the characteristic time of the source function. If N
equals unity, then the source function is fired once at a random turn-
on location within the element as discussed previously (amplitude still
scaled to give the desired moment increment); if N is greater than
unity, then he source function is fired N times at N random turn-on
locations within the element with the amplitude scaled as above to give
the desired total moment increment for the rupture element. This has
the desirable effect of forcing the long period energy to be consistent
with the prescribed seismic moment for the simulation, while at the same
time preserving the radiation of high frequency energy associated with
the local failure strength of the material.

The aforementioned features in Sierra Geophysics' earthquake rupture
simulation methodology are summarized in Figure 12. The uppermost
portion of the figure portrays the discretization of an arbitrarily
dipping rupture surface S. - Green's functions are used to propagate
the energy emitted from a real source function in the -th rupture zone
to a receiver on the free surface in the i-th coordinate direction. The
central portion of the figure contains Eqs. (4) and (5), which
mathematically describe the convolutions required in the simulation
procedure. The subscript/superscript j refers to discretized rupture
zone number j on surface S in �qs. 4 and (5). The discrete Green's
function traction vector, G.. y x;t , is evaluated at the closest location
y to the center of grid el6ent j and accounts for the propagation of

r10iated seismic energy from that grid element to a receiver at location
x including the strike, rake and dip of the rupture zone relatWe__>to the
receiver locations and orientation. The real source function S.(y;t is
chosen to represent fault slippage in the vicinity of rupture z6ne j as
discussed above. Each individual grid element is allowed a standard
deviation of randomness of 20 degrees about the mean values of strike,
rake and dip in order to simulate more realistic-, ground motion
characteristics. The rupture incoherency function Ry;t) accounts for
the rupture arrival times for the N randomized sourA turn-on locations
within rupture zone j including. the magnitude scaling required to obtain
the desired moment G release, MJ, from that rupture zone. The Green's
function moment, 0 , at the Bepth of the rupture zone is defined by I
cm of slip in Km-square area times e shear modulus of the layer
containing the rupture zone (i.e., M = > 10 M2). For
programming efficiency, it is important to noticd that the convolution
with the rupture incoherency function in- Eq. 4 is merely a linear
shift operator and is convenient to apply it directly to the Green's
function operator prior to the convolution with the real source function
for rupture zones using the same source function. Therewith, criteria
1 and 3 in Section 41 are satisfied for performing realistic earthquake
ground motions simulations, leaving only criteria 2 and 4 to be
discussed in the next two subsections, respectively.
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Figure 12. Summary of Sierra Geophysics' Ear-LA quake rupture simula-
tion methodology.
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4.1.2 Green's Functions

The Green's functions used in Eq. (3) are responsible for the
propagation of radiated seismic energy from, rupture zone j, through� the
site-specific earth structure, to the receiver at location x. The
Green's functions therefore must accurately and completely represent
the specified earth structure as well as the receiver orientation. relative
to the slip direction for rupture zone j.

Site-specific biases are possible by utilizing Green's functions that only
propagate certain. radiated wave types rather than all the, possible wave
types for the specified earth structure. One of the most obvious biases
that could be introduced (and one of the most significant fr modeling
the high frequency constituents) is related to improper representation
of the material attenuation behavior of the site-specific earth structure.
Biases are also possible if the algorithm used to calculate. the Geen's
functions introduces approximations or assumptions that limit the
validation ancl hence applicability of the simulation procedure to nly a
partial range of problems of interest. For example, a homogeneous
half-space representation of the earth would be totally unsatisfactory,
as initially downward traveling energy would never contribute to the
simulated ground motions. Furthermore, the work of Heaton and
HeImberger 1978) clearly shows that elastic propagation through a
layered earth alters the spectrum of the input pulse, whereas a
homogeneous model produces an unrealistic flat spectrum. At a
minimum, the Green's functions must be able to represent an; arbitrary
layered representation of the site-specific earth structure.

To avoid these possible biases and hence to satisfy criterion 2 of
Section 41, the Green's functions are computed with the, frequency-
wavenumber integration algorithm previously discussed in Section 34.
Also discussed in Section 34 is the careful procedure. undertaken to
assign as realistic layer parameters as possible for generic EUS crustal
models. The literature was thoroughly reviewed to obtain the best
available information about wave propagation characteristics in the EUS
for selection. of generic models. The selection of the. amplitude and
frequency dependence of the material quality factors is crucial to the
behavior of the high-frequency ground motion constituents as a function
of rupture shallowness and closest horizontal distance from the rupture
surface. As discussed in Section 33, the limited amount of peak
ground acceleration and local magnitude data available from EUS earth-
quake recordings was used to support. the gross attenuation
characteristics of the Green's functions for the material quality factors
selected, but the data are insufficient to definitively constrain the
chosen frequency dependence.

4.1.3 Calibration and Validation

Assuming that the material attenuation behavior is properly represented
by the selection of the material quality factors for a specific earth
structure, the basic calibration of the modeling procedure is
automatically handled by prior calibration of the database of real source
function time histories as discussed at the bottom of Figure 12. For
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every source function introduced into the clataba se for source
functions, ground accelerations have been simulated using generic WUS
Green's functions in Eq. 4 and the source function is appropriately
scaled to match the published peak ground acceleration behavior as a
function of distance in the WUS. This automatically calibrates the use
of Eq. 4 for any earth structure by merely using the Green's
function appropriate for that earth structure. The source functions
chosen from the database for the studies in this report include the
Horse Canyon source function (discussed in Section 34) for simulations
less than M5.5 and a composite Coyote Lake source function (discussed
in Hadley et al., 1982) for simulations o M5.5 and greater. In order to
ensure a sufficiently complete validation of the modeling procedure and
hence satisfaction of criterion 4 for Section 41, the following datasets
have been checked against:

4a) all recordings from a single earthquake (to validate radiation
pattern and focusing effects as well as attenuation behavior
as a function -of distance for a given source);

4b) data from several earthquakes in the same magnitude range
(to validate overall calibration of Q model);

4c) data from several magnitude ranges (to validate scaling
procedure used in the real source time functions);

4d) data from several different geologic environments (to validate
ability of Green's functions to property radiate seismic energy
from the fault to receivers located in different regimes); and

4e) data from several different tectonic environments (to validate
the rupture physics in the model and general soundness of
the methodology).

For example, in the work of Hadley, et al. 1982), the simulated
attenuation behavior in three magnitude ranges (M "'4.5, 5.5 and 65)
was checked against the WUS database for a Southelkn California crustal
structure (criteria 4b, 4c) using material quality factors within the
range of accepted values for the region as discussed by Singh, et al.
(1981). Of particular interest in the work of Hadley, et al. 1982 is
the discovery of a systematic dip of 02 to 03 units in the values of
M-L computed from the simulated accelerograms within an epicentral
distance of 20 Km. This trend has been verified in the values of M L
computed from the actual acceleration recordings around 20 kilometers,
indicating the need for a possible modification to the distance dependent
correction term used in the computing M L (Jennings and Kanamori,
1982).

The simulation procedure has been checked against the well recorded
October 15, 1979 Imperial Valley Earthquake (criterion 4a), including
the relatively large ratios of vertical to horizontal PGA for receivers
located on soft rock sites compared to more typical ratios from other
earthquakes (Hadley and HeImberger, 1980). The large number of
recordings from the August 6 1979 Coyote Lake earthquake has also
been used to give confidence to criterion 4a (unpublished Sierra
Geophysics' work).
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Data from the 1933 Long Beach (M6.3), 1934 Eureka (M6.5), 1941
northwest California (M6.4), 1941 northern California (M6.4), 1954
Eureka (M6.5), 1968 Borrego Mountain (M6.4), 1971 San Fernando
(M6.4), and 1979 Imperial Valley (M6.5) earthquakes have been used to
satisfy criteria 4d and 4e for a wide range of important earthquakes
(Hadley and Heimberger, 1979, 1980; and unpublished Sierra
Geophysics' work).

There is an ever-continuing program at Sierra Geophysics to check the
modeling procedure against previous as well as new relevant earthquake
recordings. This ongoing effort has led to new understandings of
rupture physics and seismic wave propagation and the model is con-
tinually being improved. The validation exercises to date have been
quite successful affording much confidence to the application of
modeling procedure to the earthquake rupture simulations presented in
this report.
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4.2 Catalogue System for Earthquake Simulations

Due to the large number of earthquake simulations required to satisfy
the objectives outlined in Section 21 a catalogue system has been
devised to identify the parameters varied in the individual computer
runs and is shown in Table 5. The D", IF"f E and "RI' in the run
identification label, RUN#DFER, represent the rupture depth/magnitude,
fault type, earth structure and rupture configuration for a given
rupture simulation at all seven site distances. The site distances to the
nearest point of rupture in each earthquake simulation a-re chosen to be
2, 5 9 14, 20, 27 and 35 kilometers and the rupture velocity is locally
randomized about a mean value equal to 75 percent of the shear wave
velocity in each layer.

The identification label index I'D" runs from to 9 and A to D in order
to accommodate the various rupture depth and magnitudes for all the
objectives. For a given local magnitude, M Ll the spatial extent of
rupture has been selected on the basis of the relation

log (area) = 102 M L 4.01 (6)

from the work of Utsu and Seki 1954) and the seismic moment has been
selected on the basis of the relation

log M 0 = 17 M L + 1.0 (7)

from the work of Hartzell and Brune 1977). For the studies under
objective number 1, the seismic response spectra for runs with I'D" = 
I'D" = 3 and I'D" = 6 will be divided by the corresponding spectra for
runs with I'D" = 2 I'D" = 4 5, 'ID" = 7 8, 9 in order to determine the
effects of rupture shallowness on the seismic response spectra for local
magnitudes 65, 5.5 and 45, respectively. For the studies under
objective number 2a, the seismic response spectra values at a given site
distance for runs with I'D" = 6 7 8 9 will be compared with the
corresponding values for runs with I'D" = in order to determine
whether shallow small magnitude (M = 45) earthquakes can produce
comparable or larger response sped1ral values than larger magnitude
(M 5.5) earthquakes occurring at more typical depths in the EUS.

LFor the studies under objective numer 2b, the seismic response spectral
values at a given site distance for runs with I'D" = 6 will be compared
with the corresponding values for runs with I'D" = A, B, C, D in order
to quantify the effects of the surface breakout phase on the simulated
earthquake ground motions. For the studies under objective number 3,
the seismic response spectra for runs with I'D" = 3 will be ratioed for
different values of IIPI in order to determine the effects of shallow soil
conditions on the simulated ground motions.

The identification label index 'IF" runs from to in order to consider
both strike-slip and vertical dip-slip fault types in all the sensitivity
studies to be performed. The identification label index "El' runs from 
to 3 in order to accommodate all four EUS generalized crustal models
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Table 5. Rupture simulation catalogue: for a given simulation, the output
file RUN#DFER contains the seismic response spectra for all seven
site distances 2 5 9 14, 20, 27 and 35 Km) at periods between
.03 and 10 seconds and at 2 damping.

Simulation File Name: RUN#DFER

I'D" represents rupture depth/magnitude running from I to 9 A to D:

Depth Local Moment Rupture Objective
D range mag. M Length Usage(**)

(Km) (M L) (dyneo-cm) (Km) (number)

261 0-15 6.5 1.12x`10 30 1

2 5-20 6.5 1.12x10 26 30 1

3 0-5 5.5 2.24x`10 24 5 1 3

4 5-10 5.5 2.24x`10 24 S 1,3

5 10-15 5.5 2.24x10 24 5 1, 2a 3

6 0-2 4.5 4.47x10 22 2 1, 2a, 2b

7 2-4 4.5 4.47x10 22 2 1, 2a

8 4-6 4.5 4.47x10 22 2 1, 2a

9 13-15 4.5 4.47x10 22 2 1, 2a

A .05-2.05 4.5 4.47x`10 22 2 2b

B .2-2.2 4.5 4.47x`10 22 2 2b

C .3-2.3 4.5 4.47x10 22 2 2b

D .5-2.5 4.5 4.47x`10 22 2 2b

'IF" represents fault type running from 0 to :

Mean Mean Mean St. Dev. St. Dev. St. Dev.
Fault Rake Dip Strike Rake Dip

F type (degrees) (degrees) (clegress) (degrees) (degrees)

0 strike-slip 0 90 20 20 20
1 dip-slip 90 90 20 20 20
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"El' represents earth structure running from to 3:

E Model Description I'D" Run #s.

0 EUSGCR1 EUS crustal hard-rock model (Table 1) 3-5
1 EUSGCS1 EUS crustal stiff-soil model (Table 2 3-9
2 EUSGCS2 EUS crustal average-soil model (Table 3 3-5
3 EUSGCS3 EUS crustal soft-soil model (Table 4 1-9, A-D

"RI' represents rupture configuration running from to 4:

R Description for array of five receiver locations

0 Unilateral rupture focused directly at receiver array

1 Unilateral rupture defocused away from perpendicular array

2 Unilateral rupture past perpendicular array

3 Unilateral rupture focused toward perpendicular array

4 Bilateral rupture past perpendicular array

Objective 1: Response spectral ratios showing effect of rupture
shallowness for the same magnitude rupture in
Chapter (e.g., 'IDII=1 divided by IIDII=2 for
constant "FE")

Objective 2a: Response spectral values showing relative levels of
ground motions for different depth small magnitude
ruptures in Chapter 6 (e.g., `D"=6,7,8,9,5 for
each distance)

Objective 2b: Same as objective 2a, but for extremely shallow
ruptures and to show effects, if any, of breakout
phases in Chapter 6 (DI'=6,ABCD for "E"=3
only)

Objective 3 Response spectral ratios showing effect of shallow
soil conditions in Chapter 6 for the same magnitude
rupture in Chapter 7 (eg., IIE" = 3 divided by
"El' = for constant DF").
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presented in Chapter 3 The Green's functions for the soft-soil crustal
model ("El' = 3 were calculated and stored for five additional shallower
depths and one additional extremely large depth compared to the
calculations for the other three crustal models in order to accommodate
the deepest M6.5 rupture for objective number and the surface
breakout phase studies under objective number 2b. The "El' = 3
soft-soil crustal model will be used in 182 rupture simulation studies (all
thirteen Ds times two "P's times seven site distances). Without the
extra Green's function depths in the other three crustal models,
meaningful results can only be obtained for the simulations with I'D" = 3
to 9 for objectives 1, 2a and 3 Accordingly, the "E = stiff-soil
crustal model will be used in 98 rupture simulation studies (seven DI's
times two I'Flls times seven site distances). The "E = hard-rock and
"E" = 2 average-soil crustal models will be used in only the "DI' = 3 4,
5 studies to eliminate some of the redundant or less interesting studies
for a subtotal of 84 rupture simulation studies (three DI's times two
"P's times two "El's times seven site distances). Therefore, a total of
364 rupture simulation studies will be presented for all four crustal
models.

The identification label index "RI' runs from to 4 to accommodate the
five rupture configurations, the results of which are to be averaged for
each of the 364 rupture simulations in order to remove any possible
biases from rupture direction or receiver azimuth. In total, 5460 time
histories have been simulated 364 rupture simulations times five "RI's
times three perpendicular components of ground motion) and response
spectra have been calculated for each time history. The ten horizontal
response spectral components from the five "RI's will be averaged to
produce a single unbiased horizontal response spectrum for use in each
rupture simulation study; analogously, the five vertical response
spectral components will be averaged to produce a single unbiased
vertical response spectrum for use in each rupture simulation study.

Before presenting the response spectral sensitivity studies in Chapters
5, 6 and 7 sample M6.5 simulated time histories will be presented in
the next section for runs "DIFER" = 1030 and 2030 in order to show
several important time domain features for later reference in discussing
the seismic response spectra.
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4.3 Simulated Acceleration Time Histories for M6.5 Ruptures

A total of 1820 three-component acceleration time histories have been
simulated using the methodology described in Section 41. This
accommodates all 364 rupture simulation studies described by run
identification label IIDFE` in Section 42. The response spectra for a
given rupture simulation study have been obtained by averaging the
response spectra over the five rupture configurations (10 horizontal
components and vertical components averaged separately) described
by run identification label index "RI' in Section 42.

In this section, a sampling of the simulated acceleration time histories
will be shown as functions of site distance in the soft-soil crustal model
for the directly focused rupture configuration ("RI' = 0) for a M6.5
strike-slip earthquake rupturing all the way to the surface (I1DFEI =
103) and for a M6.5 strike-slip earthquake rupturing to within five
kilometers of the surface CIDFEI1 = 203). The three-component
acceleration time histories for the surface rupture are shown in Figures
13 through 19 for the seven site distances, respectively; the
corresponding acceleration time histories for the non-surface rupture
are shown in Figures 20 through 26. The first non-zero 50 seconds of
the simulated accelerograms are shown in each figure with the primarily
radial, azimuthal and vertical component traces running from top to
bottom. Without the randomness introduced into the strike, rake and
dip of each rupture zone, the radial and vertical components would
have been identically zero (pure SV node). Therefore, the effects of
the randomness are seen to be quite favorable in that pure ground
motion nodes are never observed for actual earthquakes, especially for
high-frequency near-field recordings. Also, the general characteristics
of the accelerograms are quite realistic (i.e., duration of strong ground
motions, relative amplitudes of peaks, frequency content of horizontal to
vertical motions), lending considerable confidence in the basic
philosophy of the modeling procedure.

Although these time histories represent a particular rupture
configuration, they should be somewhat indicative of the trends
evidenced in the response spectral ratios to follow in Chapters and 7
for the studies involving strike-slip ruptures in the soft-soil crustal
model.

For example, the peak SH motions for the surface rupture (Figs. 13-19)
are larger than the corresponding motions for the deeper rupture
Figures 20-26) only for the closest distances. Neglecting all other
effects, the shallowest rupture also represents the case with the
shortest average travel path. Considering geometric spreading, it is
therefore not surprising that the near-field stations show larger
amplitudes. At larger distances the rupture depth has a diminishing
effect as the median path length is about the same. However, at larger
distances the path for the shallower rupture traverses a generally lower
Q section of the model and the associated stations will be characterized
by response spectra with diminished amplitudes at short periods. In
addition to geometric spreading, the near-field terms included in the
computation of the Green's functions increases the longer period
amplitude of the ground motions at relatively short hypocentral
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Figure 13. Simulated acceleration time histories for shallow and directly focused M6.5 strike-slip
rupture at site distance of 20 kilometers to the nearest point of rupture in EUS crustal
soft-soil model EUSGCS3 (Table 4 Analogous results for deep rupture shown in
Figure 20.
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Figure 14. Same as Figure 13 for site distance of 5.0 kilometers and analogous results for deep
rupture shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 15. Same as Figure 13 for site distance of 90 kilometers and analogous results for deep
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Figure 16. Same as Figure 13 for site distance of 14.0 kilometers and analogous results for deep

rupture shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 17. Same as Figure 13 for site distance of 20.0 kilometers and analogous results for deep
rupture shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 18. Same as Figure 13 for site distance of 27.0 kilometers and analogous results for deep
rupture shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 19. Same as Figure 13 for site distance of 35.0 kilometers and analogous results for deep
rupture shown in Figure 26.
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Figure 20. Simulated acceleration time histories for deep and directly focused M6.5 strike-slip rupture
at site distance of 20 kilometers to the nearest point of rupture in EUS crustal soft-soil
model EUSGCS3 (Table 4 Analogous results for shallow rupture shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 21. Same as Figure 20 for site distance of 5.0 kilometers and analogous results for shallow
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Figure 22. Same as Figure 20 for site distance of 90 kilometers and analogous results for shallow
rupture shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 23. Same as Figure 20 for site distance of 14.0 kilometers and analogous results for shallow
ruptures shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 24. Same as Figure 20 for site distance of 20.0 kilometers and analogous results for shallow
rupture shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 26. Same as Figure 20 for site distance of 35.0 kilometers and analogous results for shallow
rupture shown in Figure 19.
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distances. If the geometric spreading, attenuation and the contribution
from the near-field terms were the only operators affecting amplitudes,
the near-field motions would not be as large as shown in figures 13-19.
The third parameter that alters these amplitudes is the vertical
radiation pattern of the source. For the shallowest source the SH
radiation is much closer to a maximum lobe and the resulting amplitudes
are larger. The response spectra ratios shown in Chapter 6 will also
reflect the additional effects of shallow crustal structure, i.e.,
impedance amplification and attenuation.

As expected, one of the most striking differences between the shallow
and deep rupture simulations is the significantly larger amount of
surface-wave excitation from the shallow rupture at all distances. In
fact, there is almost negligible surface-wave excitation resulting from
the deep rupture simulations, whereas the surface waves are of
comparable amplitude to the body waves at distances beyond about 
Km for the shallow rupture simulations. The corresponding trends
anticipated for the response spectral ratios in Chapter are increased
amplitudes at longer periods (1 - 3 sec) associated with the
significantly larger amount of surface wave energy at all distances
(minimal attenuation effects at these periods and distances) for shallow
rupture normalized by deep rupture. Analogous effects are to be
expected for the response spectral ratios in Chapter 7 because of the
significantly larger amount of surface-wave excitation in the soft-soil
model relative to the other crustal models (simulated accelerograms not
shown).
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5.0 RESPONSE SPECTRAL RATIOS FOR RUPTURE DEPTH
SENSITIVITY STUDIES

Pseudo-velocity response spectra have been calculated at periods
between 003 seconds and 10 seconds for two percent critical damping
for all 1820 three-component acceleration time histories delineated in the
rupture simulation catalogue system of Section 42. For a given depth,
fault type and earth structure vz., run identification label 1IDFE11)
and site distance, the response spectral values for the ten horizontal
components and five vertical components from the five rupture con-
figurations (viz., run identification label "RI') are individually averaged
at each period to produce.a horizontal response spectrUm and a vertical
response spectrum, respectively, unbiased by rupture direction or
receiver azimuth, parameters that will seldom be known in advance).
The averaged response spectra are denoted in the cataloguing system
by the identification abel RSP#DFE. In order to enhance the gross
information contained in the response spectral ratios of this chapter and
Chapter 7 the ratios have been smoothed as a function of period for a
given receiver distance. The three sections in this chapter contain the
response spectral ratios for the rupture depth sensitivity studies for
magnitudes 65, 5.5 and 4.5, respectively, addressing the first
objective of Section 21.

5.1 Magnitude 65 Simulations

As discussed in Section 42, the response spectral ratios for magnitude
6.5 rupture depth sensitivity studies are presented only for the sft-
soil crustal model as shown in Figure 27 for shallow rupture (O to 
Km) normalized by deeper rupture 520 Km). The format for this
response spectral ratio figure (and all. other figures containing response
spectra in Chapters 5 6 and 7 is such that the upper left and right
plots represent the averaged horizontal and vertical components,
respectively, for the strike-slip simulations for a given sensitivity
study. The lower left and right plots represent the averaged hor-
izontal and vertical components, respectively, for the dip-slip simula-
tions for a given sensitivity study. For each plot, the response
spectral ratios are shown using individual broken line types for the
seven different site distances considered. The identification labels for
the response spectra ratios may be found above each plot.

The sensitivity to rupture shallowness seen in Figure 27 is in excellent
agreement with the findings anticipated from the trends in the simulated
M6.5 acceleration time histories discussed in Section 43. For example,
the zero period response in the horizontal components for strike-slip as
well as dip-slip motions indicates amplification resulting from the effects
of geometric spreading and source radiation pattern of a factor of two
for the closest site distance of 2 Km gradually diminishing to a reduc-
tion of about 10 to 20 percent at the largest distances. The
amplification would persist at all distances if not for the effects of
attenuation on the shallow ray paths. The cross-over to diminished
amplitudes occurs at about 12 Km for strike-slip motions and about 25
Km for dip-slip motions. These crossover distances are clearly
dependent upon the dominant periods controlling peak ground
acceleration, and hence on source size or magnitude. The compensatory
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effect of material attenuation in the vertical components is less
influential due to the larger compressional-wave quality factors relative
to the shear-wave quality factors.

Also demonstrated in Section 43 is the marked difference in surface
wave excitation between the shallow and deep ruptures. Although the
cifference in relative surface-wave excitation is larger as the site
distance is increased, Figure 27, it is evidenced at even the closest site
distances. This phenomenon is responsible for the amplification in the
response spectral ratio curves at periods around 2 to 4 seconds in the
horizontal components and at periods around to 2 seconds in the
vertical components. This result is not significantly affected by the
material quality factors at these distances and longer periods. At the
longest periods of interest (10 seconds) the response spectral' ratios are
beginning to approach their asymptotic limit of unity associated with
using the same zero frequency seismic moment of 112 x 12r- dyne-cm
in both the shallow and deep rupture simulations.
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RUPTURE DEPTH STUDY for M6.5, SOFT-SOIL: 015)km / (5-20)�,n
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Figure 27. Response spectral ratios for M6.5 rupture depth study in
the soft-soil crustal model (Table 4 for shallow (0-15 Km)
ruptures normalized by deep 520 Km) ruptures.
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5.2 Magnitude 5.5 Simulations

The response spectral ratios for the magnitude 5.5 rupture depth
sensitivity studies are presented for all four crustal models in Figures
28 through 35. For each crustal model, two rupture depth studies are
shown with the first figure representing 0-5 Km ruptures normalized by
5-10 Km ruptures and the second figure representing the same shallow
rupture normalized by 10-15 Km ruptures.

The two M5.5 rupture depth studies for the soft-soil crustal model
(Table 4 are shown in Figures 28 and 29 and can be compared with the
M6.5 rupture depth study for the same crustal model in Figure 27 of
Section 5.1. The ratios for both strike-slip and dip-slip motions in
Figure 28 are quite similar to the corresponding M6.5 ratios in
Figure 27, except for the strike-slip motions at the closest site
distances which exhibit about 50% larger ratios at short periods. The
amplification associated with greater surface-wave excitation from the
shallow rupture are still present at 14 second periods in the horizontal
strike-slip ratios, although there is a shift to lower periods for the
horizontal motions for dip-slip faulting at the largest site distances.
This shift and more dramatic amplification at the largest site distances
for the vertical dip-slip fault, relative to the strike-slip case, is
primarily attributed to the effects of the source radiation pattern. The
analogous phenomena for the deeper normalizing rupture in Figure 29
does not exhibit the shift to shorter periods for dip-slip faulting.
However, for the same reasons as discussed in Section 43 there is
significantly more amplification at all periods for site distances less than
about 20 Km.

The response spectral ratios in Figures 30 and 31 represent the
analogous rupture depth studies to Figures 28 and 29 for the
average-soil crustal model (Table 3 The higher velocities and much
higher material quality factors in the upper 300 meters of the
average-soil crustal model, relative to the soft-soil crustal model, are
responsible for the larger ratios at all distances.

The response spectral ratios in Figures 32 and 33 represent the
analogous stiff-soii (Table 2 M5.5 rupture depth studies, comparable to
those discussed above in Figures 28 and 29 for the soft-soil (Table 4)
and the average-soil (Table 3 crustal models. These results are almost
exactly the same as the average-soil rupture depth sensitivity studies
indicating that for source depth, the two site conditions are
indistinguishable.

Finally, the last pair of M5.5 rupture depth studies is shown in Figures
34 and 35 for the hard-rock crustal model (Table 1). In this case, the
seismic velocities and quality factors changed quite significantly in the
upper 500 meters compared to all three soil crustal models, resulting in
different parameter tradeoffs. With the relatively large shear-wave
quality factor of 275 in the upper 500 meters, the ground motions
simulated for the surface rupture do not experience significantly more
attenuation losses than the ground motions simulated for the deeper
ruptures, allowing the response spectral values for the furthest
distances for the shallowest rupture depth to remain large. Another
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Figure 28. Response spectral ratios for M5.5 rupture depth study in te
soft-soil crustal model (Table 4 for shallow (0-5 Km)
ruptures normalized by deeper (5-10 Km) ruptures.
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RUPTURE DEPTH STUDY for, M5.5. SOFT-SOIL: 0-5)km / (10-15)km
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Figure 29. Response spectral ratios for M5.5 rupture depth study in
the soft-soil crustal model (Table 4 for shallow (0-5 Km)
rupture normalized by deep (10-15 Km) ruptures.
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RUPTURE DEPTH STUDY for, M5.5, RVERRGE-SOIL: (0- 51k / (5-10)km
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Figure 30. Same as Figure 28 for average-soil Crustal model (Table 3).
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RUPTURE DEPTH STUDY for M5.5, VERAGE-SOIL: (0-5)kr / (10-15)km
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Figure 31. Same as Figure 29 for average-soil crustal model (Table 3.
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Figure 32. Same as Figure 28 for stiff-soil crustal model (Table 2.
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Figure 33. Same as Figure 29 for stiff-soil crustal mode[ (Table 1).
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Figure 34. Same as Figure 28 for hard-rock crustal model (Table 1).
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RUPTURE DEPTH STUDY for M5.5, HRRO-ROCK: LO-5)km / (10-15)km
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Figure 35. Same as Figure 29 for hard-rock crustal model (Table 1).
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difference from the soil crustal models is the diminished contribution
from surface-waves over the period range of 14 sec excited by the
shallower source.

5.3 Magnitude 45 Simulations

The response spectral ratios for the magnitude 45 rupture depth
sensitivity studies are presented for the soft-soil and stiff-soil crustal
models in Figures 36 through 41. For both. crustal models, three
rupture depth studies are shown with the first figure representing
0-2 Km ruptures normalized by 24 Km ruptures and the next two
figures representing the same 02 Km shallow ruptures normalized by
deeper 46 Km and 13-15 Km ruptures, respectively.

The three M4.5 rupture depth studies for the soft-soil crustal model
(Table 4 are shown in Figures 36 through 38 and can be compared
with "he M6.5 rupture depth study in Figure 27 and the two M5.5
rupture depth studies in Figures 28 and 29 for the same crustal model.
The simulations for M5.5 demonstrated that shallow rupture (0-5 Km)
produced significantly larger near-field ground motions. The M4.5
simulations shown in Figures 36-41 further refine these observations
and help illustrate which depth ranges are most significant for each
distance.

The amplification over the 14 second period range is much more
apparent in Figure 38 compared to Figures 36 and 37. This is directly
attributable to the shallow sources exciting surface-waves of comparable
amplitude, while the deeper ruptures excite smaller surface-waves.

The analogous response spectral ratios for the stiff-soil crustal model
are shown in Figures 39 through 41. The results are basically quite
similar to those in Figures 36 through 38 for the soft-soil model, except
that there is slightly more amplitude from the shallowest rupture at the
further distances because of the higher near-surface material quality
factors assigned in the stiff-soil crustal model. Another difference is
the 2-Km site distance which is seen to more closely resemble the 5-Km
site distance in the stiff-soil model than in the soft-soil model. This
may in part be attributable to not having available the very close-in
Green's function nodes.

The conclusions of this chapter will be summarized in Chapter and
comments will be made as to how best to interpret the conclusions in
light of the adopted magnitudes and frequency dependence of the
material quality factors. Also, recommendations will be made as to
whether the response spectral ratios indicate too much rupture depth
sensitivity to permit scaling of response spectra from shallow WUS
earthquakes for use in extrapolation to hypothetical EUS events.
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RUPTURE DEPTH STUDY for M4.5, SOFT-SOIL: (0-2)km / (2-4)km
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Figure 36. Response spectral ratios for M4.5 rupture depth study in
the soft-soil crustal model (Table 4 for shallow 0-2 Km)
ruptures normalized by deeper 2-4 Km) ruptures.
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RUPTURE DEPTH STUDY for M4.5, SOFT-SOIL: 10-2)ktn / (4-6)km
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Figure 37. Response spectral ratios for M4.5 rupture depth study in
the soft-soil crustal model (Table 4 for shallow 02 Km
ruptures normalized by deeper 4-6 Km) ruptures.
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RUPTURE DEPTH STUDY for, M4.5, SOFT-SOIL: 2)km / (13-15)km
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Figure 38. Response spectral ratios for M4.5 rupture depth study in
the soft-soil crustal model (Table 4 for shallow 02 Km)
ruptures normalized by deep 13-15 Km) ruptures.
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RUPTURE DEPTH STUDY for M4.5, STIFF-SOIL: (0-2)km / (2-4)km
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Figure 39. Same as Figure 36 for stiff-soil crustal model (Table 2.
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RUPTURE DEPTH STUOT for M4.5, STIFF-SOIL: 10-2)km / (4-6)km
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Figure 40. Same as Figure 37 for stiff-soil crustal model (Table 2.
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RUPTURE DEPTH STUDT for M4.5, STIFF-SOIL: (0-2)km / (13-15)km
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Fgure 41. Same as Figure 38 for stiff-soil crustal model (Table 2)
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6.0 RESPONSE SPECTRAL VALUES FOR
RUPTURE SHALLOWNESS SENSITIVITY STUDIES

In this chapter, the two percent damped response spectral values will
be shown in order to address the second set of objectives in Section
2.1 and to scrutinize more closely the sensitivity of the simulated
ground motions to rupture shallowness. The rupture simulations and
their catalogue numbers to be used in these studies are described in
Section 42. For a given fault type, earth structure (viz., run
identification label "FE") and site distance' the averaged (over the five
rupture configuration-identification label "RI') horizontal and vertical
response spectral values are compared for different rupture depths
(viz., run identification label I'D"). The response spectral values are
not smoothed although the averaging process used to remove rupture
direction and receiver azimuth effects tends to smooth out individual
features in the response spectra.

6.1 Shallow Small Magnitude Simulations versus Deep Larger
Magnitude Simulations

As discussed in Section 21, the objective of this section is to deter-
mine under what conditions the ground motions from small shallow
earthquakes become comparable to those from deep larger magnitude
E-US earthquakes. Therefore, the response spectral values from the
various M4.5 rupture depths simulations used in Section 53 will be
compared with the corresponding spectral values from the deepest M5.5
rupture depth simulation used in Section 52. Because the response
spectral ratios in Section 52 indicate that the response spectra for the
10-15 km depth M5.5 rupture are typically smaller overall than the
shallower M5.5 simulations considered, then whenever the M4.5 spectral
values fail to exceed the spectral values for the deepest M5.5 rupture,
they will also fail to exceed the spectral values for the shallower M5.5
ruptures.

The response spectral values for the four different M4.5 rupture depths
in the soft-soil crustal model are compared to the corresponding values
for the deepest M5.5 rupture depth in Figures 42 through 48 for the
seven site distances, respectively. As in Chapter 5, the four plots on
each page correspond to the horizontal and vertical components for
strike-slip (top row) and dip-slip (bottom row) fault types. In each
plot, the first four line types correspond to the four M4.5 ruptures
running from shallow to deep (i.e., rupture depths of 02 km, 24 km,
4-6 km and 13-15 km, respectively, corresponding to run identification
labels I'D" = 67,8,9, respectively); the fifth line type (dotted line)
corresponds to the 10-15 Km deep M5.5, rupture (run identification
label I'D" = 5).

In comparing the absolute values of the response spectra for different
magnitudes, it is of critical importance to ensure that the simulations
are extremely accurate. To eliminate any bias that may be a subtle
artifact of magnitude scaling, the spectra for both the M4.5 and the
M5.5 earthquakes have been anchored to the comprehensive, recent
empirical study of Campbell 1981). As new empirical studies become
a.vailable that are more directly relevant to EUS conditions, only minor
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resealing of these extensive calculations will be required to incorporate
the additional information. This procedure also provided LLNL with a
set of calculations that are readily adaptable to 'changes in the empirical
database. The spectra have been scaled by anchoring the ZPA
computed for the distance of 14 Km, for the stiff soil model, to the
results of Campbell. The normalizing distance of 14 Km was chosen as
it approximates the centroid of the data analyzed by Campbell and the
predicted ZPA values are least likely to be significantly altered by new
earthquakes. As depth has been shown in this study to greatly alter
the response spectra, the anchoring depths used for the normization
were chosen to represent the median depths for WUS earthquakes; 510
Km for M5.5 and 46 Km for M4.5. In summary, all response spectra
presented in this chapter have been scaled such that the ZPA for the
two runs identified by "IDEF1 = 801 (M4.5) and "IDEF1 = 401 (M5.5)
agree with the predicted values from Campbell 1981). All spectra from
the same magnitude have been scaled with a single constant and the
spectra will therefore show the full range of variability resulting from
depth, distance and site effects. The response spectral ratios
discussed in other sections of this report are, of course, insensitive to
absolute scaling.

Exceedences of the response spectra from the shallow M4.5 earthquakes
over the deep M5.5 event are evident in Figures 42 through 55. The
largest exceedences are found for the vertical components from the
closest and shallowest events. The wave propagation and source effects
discussed in Section 43 and in Chapter are primarily responsible for
the large spectral values at short periods for the shallow events. As
the site distance is increased the significance of the shallow, small
events decreases. For the soft-soil sites the short period (<I sec)
horizontal spectra for the M4.5 events are below the M5.5 spectra at 20
Km. For the stiff site response spectra, the results for the shallow
M4.5 and the deep M5.5 are comparable at the largest distances studied
(35 Km).

It is instructive to note the relative behavior of the individual spectra
for the four M4.5 events in the soft-soil model. At a distance of 2 Km,
Figure 42, the deepest event (D = 9 produces the smallest short period
response. With increasing distance this role is reversed until at
35 Km, Figure 48, the ZPA for the deep event is comparable or larger
than the other 3 spectra. Note also that the relative long period
response of the deep event is unaffected by distance and is still the
smallest of the four spectra at 35 Km. As discussed previously and
demonstrated here, the attenuation along the shallow paths dramatically
affects the short period response. Comparison of Figures 42-48 and
49-55 also demonstrate the amplification at long periods, relative to the
ZPA, associated with shallow events in the soft-soil model.

6.2 Breakout Phase Sensitivity Studies

The second objective relating to the surface rupture "breakout phases"
is addressed in this section. The term "breakout phase" has been used
by many previous investigators to describe a high frequency Rayleigh
wave generated by surface rupture. The presence of this phase has
been predicted on the basis of numerical models of very uniform,
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SHRLLOW vs. DEEP MPLITUDE STUDY: SOFT-SOIL site at R=2km
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Figure 42. Response spectral values at site distance of 2 Km in soft-
soil crustal model compared for M4.5 rupture depths at 02
Km, 24 Km, 46 Km and 13-1S Km (new identification label
I'D" = 6 7 and 9 respectively) and M5.5 rupture depth
at 10-15 Km.
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SHALLOW vs. DE'EP RMP I THE TD SOFT 30 I L I t e at =5.k tn
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Figure 43. Same as Figure 42 for site distance of Km.
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SHRLLOW vs. DEEP MPLITUDE STUDY: SOFT-SOIL site-at R=9'km
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Figure 44. Same as Figure 42 for site distance of 9 Km.
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SHALLOW vs. EEP AMPLITUDE STUDY: SOFT-SOIL site at R=14km
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Figure 45. Sme as Figure 42 for site �di'stance of 14 Km.
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SHALLOW vs. DEEP AMPLITUDE STUDY: SOFT-SOIL site at R=20km
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Figure 46. Same as Figure 42 for site distance of 20 Km.
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SHALLOW vs. DEEP MPLITUOE STUDY: SOFT-SOIL site at R=27km
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Figure 47. Same as Figure 42 for site distance of 27 Km.
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SHRLLOW vs. DEEP MPLITUOE STUDY: SOFT-SOIL site at R=35ktn
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Figure 48. Same as Figure 42 for site distance of 35 Km.
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SHALLOW vs. DEEP AMPLITUDE STUDY: STIFF-SOIL site at R=2km
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Figure 49. Response spectral values at site distance of 2 Km in stiff-
soil crustal model compared for M4.5 rupture depths at 02
Km, 24 Km, 46 Km and 13-15 Km (run identification label
"DI' = 6 7 , and 9 respectively) and M5.5 rupture depth
at 10-15 Km. Analogous results for soft-soil crustal model
shown in Figure 42.
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SHALLOW vs. DEEP AMPLITUDE STUDY: STIFF-SOIL site at R=5km
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Figure 50. Same as Figure 49 for site distance of 5 Km and analogous
results for soft-soil crustal model shown in Figure 43.
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SHRLLOW vs. DEEP MPLITUDE STUDT: STIFF-SOIL site at R=9km
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Figure 51. Same as Figure 49 for site distance of 9 Km analogous
results for soft-soil crustal model shown in Figure 44.
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SHPLLOW vs. DEEP AMPLITUDE STUDY: STIFF-SOIL site at R=14km
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Figure 52. Same as Figure 49 for site distance of 14 Km and analogous
results for soft-soil crustal model shown in Figure 45.
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SHALLOW vs. DEEP AMPLITUDE STUDY: STIFF-SOIL site at R=20km
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Figure 53. Same as Figure 49 for site distance of 20 Km and analogous
results for soft-soil crustal model shown in Figure 46.
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SHALLOW v DEEP AMPLITUDE STUDY: STIFF-SOIL site at R=27km
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Figure 54. Same as Figure 49 for site distance of 27 Km and analogous
results for soft-soil crustal model shown in Figure 47. Note
scale change from Figure 53.
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SHALLOW vs. DEEP AMPLITUDE STUDY: STIFF-SOIL site at R=35kn
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Figure 55. Same as Figure 49 for site distance of 35 Km and analogous
results for soft-soil crustal model shown in Figure 48. N ote
scale change from Figure 53.
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smooth rupture on a perfectly planar fault. In order to study the
significance of the "breakout phase" for the far more realistic modeling
in this study, it is necessary to compare the ground motions from
surface ruptures to those from r uptures that stop just short of the
surface. As discussed in Section 4.2, this extremely detailed
investigation is only possible at this time for the soft-soil crustal model
because this is the only case for which the additional shallow Green's
function nodes have been computed. The various stopping depths
considered for this study concide with the layer boundaries of the
soft-soil crustal model (Table 4 and are equal to the free surface (I'D"
= 6 50 meters (I'D" = A), 200 meters (I'D" = B), 300 meters C'D" = )
and 500 meters (I'D" = D). Although M4.5 rupture simulations were
carried out for all seven site distances, the sensitivity to the extremely
shallow rupture stopping depths is almost exactly the same for all seven
distances and is only presented at site distances of 2 9 and 27 km in
Figures 56, 57 and 58, respectively. It is clear from these figures that
there are no dramatic effects from rupturing all the way to the surface
versus stopping just short of the surface for these theoretical rupture
simulations in the soft-soil crustal model.

There is a very slight trend for the M4.5 rupture stopping at 500
meters depth to produce ground motions about 520 percent lower than
for the shallower stopping depths. This is not a significant breakout
phase effect because the general response spectral values for the
shallower stopping depths almost exactly match the values for the
surface rupture. What this is indicative of is the beginning of the
reduction in amplitude as the rupture is taken to be deeper. The
vertical components for strike-slip fault motion further suggests that
amplitude reduction as a function of rupture depth is a gradual
process.

Although this investigation has focused on only one soft-soil site
condition, the results strongly suggest that the contributions to strong
ground motions from the breakout phase are neglibible. Indeed, the
suggestion of the phases existence may be an artifact of the overly
simple and smooth models previously used.
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SURFACE BREAKOUT PSE M4.5 STUDY: SOFT-SOIL site at R=2km
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Figure 56. Response spectral values at site distance of 2 Km in stiff-
soil crustal model compared for extremely shallow M4.5
ruptures stopping at the surface, and 50 meter, 200 meter,
300 meter and 599 meter depths (new identification label D"
= 6 A, B, C, and D, respectively).
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SURFACE BREAKOUT PHASE M4.5 STUDY: SOFT-SOIL site at R=9kTn
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Figure 57. Same as Figure 56 for site distance of 9 Km.
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SURFACE BREAKOUT PHASE M4.5 STUDY: SOFT-SOIL site at R=27km
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Figure 58. Same as Figure 56 for site distance of 27 Km.
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7.0 Response Spectral Ratios for Local Soil-Type Sensitivity Studies

The response spectral ratios shown in this chapter address the third
objective stated in Section 21 regarding the possible effects of local
soil conditions on the seismic response spectra. The rupture simu-
lations and their catalogue numbers to be used in these studies are
described in Section 42. For a given rupture depth, fault type (viz.,
run identification label IIAFII) and site distance, the two percent
damped, averaged (over the five rupture configurations - identification
Label "RI') and smoothed response spectral values are ratioed for dif-
ferent earth structures (viz., run identification label E"). The rup-
ture depths chosen for each of the soil-type sensitivity studies are the
three different depth M5.5 simulations (I'D" = 3 4 used in the rup-
ture depth studies in Section 52. The soft-soil model ("El' = 3 has
been chosen as the crustal model of reference and the three sections in
this chapter contain the response spectral ratios for the soft-soil
crustal model normalized by the corresponding values for the average-
soil ("El' = 2 the stiff-soil E = ), and the hard-rock ("E = )
crustal models, respectively.

The response spectral ratios for the soft-soil crustal model normalized
by the average-soil crustal model are shown in Figures 59 through 61
for M5.5, rupture depths of 0-5 km, 510 km and 10-15 km, respec-
tively. Comparable figures for stiff-soil are shown in Figures 62
through 64, and for rock sites in Figures 65 through 67. These
figures are in the same format as used in chapter with horizontal and
vertical components for strike-slip motions and dip-slip motions
appearing in the upper and lower plots, respectively. For each plot,
the six different line types represent the six site distances from to
35 km; the ratios for the 2 km site distance have been omitted because
differences in the number of close-in shallower Green's function modes
between the soft-soil crustal model and the other three crustal models
could give rise to misleading response spectral ratios.

For purposes of this discussion, the response spectra can be con-
veniently divided into four sections corresponding to the zero period
acceleration (ZPA; 0.03-0.06 sec), the acceleration ramp (0.06-
0.25 sec), the combined acceleration and velocity plateaus (0.25-1.5 sec
horizontal; 025-0.8 sec vertical), and the displacement plateau (1 .5-
10 sec horizontal; 0.8-10 sec vertical). In examining the trends found
in the suite of figures covering the extreme ranges in surface con-
ditions and source depths, the following paragraphs separate the
discussions of the horizontal components from the vertical.

In comparing the general shape of the ratios for the horizontal
components for both strike-slip and dip-slip faulting, several similarities
exist between Figures 59 to 67. Starting with the ZPA section of the
ratios, all figures show a general decrease with increasing period. The
minimum ratio occurs over the acceleration ramp section of the spectra,
indicating that the acceleration ramp begins at longer periods for soft
soil than for the other three models. Next, over the acceleration and
velocity plateaus, the spectral ratios show a general increase to a
maximum value at around 12 sec. This increase in the ratios is in
good agreement with general observation that soft sites have larger

SGI-R-82-072
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SOIL TYPE STUDY for 0-5km Rupture: (SOFT-SOIL) / (AVERRC-E-SOIL)
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Figure 59. Response spectral ratios for M5.5 soil-type sensitivity study
at 0-5 Km rupture depth for the soft-soil crustal model
(Table 4 normalized by the average-soil crustal model
(Table 3.
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Figure 60. Same as Figure 59 at 10 Km rupture depth.
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'Figure 61. Same as Figure 59 at 10-15 Km rupture depth.
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SOIL TYPE STUDY for 0-5km Rupture: (SOFT-301L) / (STIFF-SOIL)
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Figure 62. Response spectral ratios for M5.5 soil-type sensitivity study
at 0-5 Km rupture depth for the soft-soil crustal model
(Table 4) normalized by the stiff-soil crustal model
(Table 2.
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SOIL TYPE STUDY for, 510km Rupture: (SOFT-SOIL) (STIFF-SOIL.)
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Figure 63. Same as Figure 62 at 510 Km rupture depth.
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SOIL TYPE STUDY for, 10-15km Rupture: (SOFT-SOILJ / (STIFF-SOIL)
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Figure 64. Same as Figure 62 at 10-15 Km rupture depth.
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SOIL TYPE STUDY for 0-5ktn Rupture: (SOFT-SOIL) (HRRD-ROCK)
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Figure 65. Response spectral ratios for M5.5 soil-type sensitivity study
at 0-5 Km rupture depth for the soft-soil crustal model
(Table 4 normalized by the hard-rock crustal model
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SOIL TTPE STUDY for 510km Rupture: [SOFT-SOIL) (HRRO-ROCK)
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Figure 66. Same as Figure 65 at 10 Km rupture depth.
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Figure 67. Same as Figure 65 at 10-15 Km rupture depth.



responses at long periods relative to stiffer sites. Finally, at periods
longer than the rupture duration (displacement plateau section of the
response spectra), the spectra from all models should approach similar
values simply related to the earthquake moment. Neglecting the effects
of the source radiation pattern, the long-period ratios should therefore
trend towards unity. The details of the absolute position of the curves
are discussed in greater depth in the following paragraphs.

General comments similar to those discussed for the horizontal
components can also be made for the vertical ratios. Referring to
Figures 13-26, it is obvious that the simulated vertical accelerograms
have a predominately higher frequency character than the
corresponding horizontal records. This is in good agreement with
observational experience and explains why the velocity plateau does nt
extend to longer periods comparable with the horizontal spectra.

The details of each suite of ratios merits additional discussions. For
each of these figures the reader should keep in mind the competing
phenomena that shape the ratios for each site condition. As each ratio
is computed for the same rupture depth and fault orientation, the
effects of geometric spreading, source radiation pattern, and near-field
contributions should not significantly bias the ratios. These factors are
more germane to the earlier discussions in Chapter S. In this part of
the study the differences in the earth models are of fundamental
importance. As the seismic energy traverses the top 2 K the
decreasing surface velocity with increasing site softness will result in
impedance amplification. Conversely, the soft sites also incorporate low
shear-wave Q's that will tend to absorb energy and decrease the
amplitudes. The effects of these two phenomena, amplification versus
attenuation, will increase or decrease the spectral ratios depending
upon the period and the path length. This is well illustrated by
examining the horizontal zero period acceleration ratios in Figures 59,
62 and 65. These figures cover the range of site conditions for the
shallowest rupture. At short epicentral distances the impedance
amplification dominates and the soft soil produces the largest ZPA
value. With increasing distance the effects of Q on the shallow ray-
paths are more pronounced and the soft soil sites are associated with
the smallest accelerations. As the impedance contrast increases from
soft-soil versus average-soil, Figure 59, to soft-soil versus hard rock,
Figure 65, the ZPA ratios systematically increase. As the source depth
increases to 5-10 Km and 10-15 Km, the seismic rays traverse higher Q
paths and in all cases the soft-soil sites produce the largest ZPA
values.

Source depth also affects the systematic increase of the spectral ratios
from about 02 sec to 1.5 sec (the acceleration and velocity plateaus).
Shallow sources excite larger surface waves (or equivalently trap more
body wave energy through post critical reflections in the upper crust).
As the energy propagates outward attenuation mutes the higher
frequency components, hence increasing the difference in the spectral
ratios between 02 sec and 1.5 sec with distance. With deeper sources
the effects of attenuation are less severe and the difference in the
spectral ratios between 02 sec and 1.5 sec is diminished.
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Assuming that the Q-models derived from the literature review are
reasonably accurate, these results indicate that for all distances the
thin, low-velocity sites are generally biased towards high spectral
values for the deeper sources. The shallowest sources produce high
spectral values for the soft sites at short distances and low values at
larger distances.
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8.0 Conclusions and Recommendations

Owing to the general lack of strong ground motion recordings available
in the ELIS, it is necessary to develop site-specific response spectra for
EUS sites by performing extrapolations from response spectra obtained
from recordings in other areas such as the WUS. To perform realistic
extrapolations, differences in tectonic and geologic conditions must be
properly taken into account. In extrapolating from WUS to EUS there
are significant geologic differences in material attenuation and crustal
thickness as well as differences in typical depth ranges of earthquake
rupture.

The accomplishment of the principal objectives of this study (outlined in
Section 21) has required the simulation of strong ground motion for a
broad range of magnitudes, rupture depths, site conditions, rupture
geometries and fault orientations. These simulations have been carried
out using a sophisticated, three-dimensional numerical modeling
procedure as described in Section 41. The principal conclusions from
these studies rests on the analysis of 5460 components of simulated time
histories computed for three different magnitudes (M=6.5, 5.5 and 45),
two different fault types (strike-slip and dip-slip), four different soil
types (hard-rock, stiff-soil, average-soil and soft-soil) and seven
different site distances 2 9 14, 20, 27 and 35 Km), all for a
variety of rupture depths. The corresponding 2 damped response
spectra, calculated for 100 periods, for each rupture depth study were
formed by averaging the response spectral values from five different
rupture configurations to remove any possible biases from rupture
direction or site azimuth with respect to the fault. In Section 34
computations for the case of very small events (M Ln-3) have been used
to further illustrate the effects of source depth and site conditions on
strong ground motion.
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8.1 The Effects of Depth on Spectral Shape

The findings in Chapter on the response spectral scaling as a
function of rupture depth will be summarized first for the short periods
and then for the long periods. The short period 003-0.5 sec is
controlled by several phenomena. On one hand, the shallowest
ruptures represent the case with the shortest average travel-path.
Considering geometrical spreading, it is not surprising that near-field
stations show uniformly large ZPA values for shallow sources relative to
deep events. At larger distances the rupture depth has a diminishing
effect on geometric spreading as the path lengths are similar.
However, at larger distances the raypaths are more horizontal and
seismic wave propagation effects begin to strongly filter the energy
radiated by the seismic source. Heaton and HeImberger 1978) have
previously shown that purely elastic wave propagation through a
layered earth filters the seismic signal. Aside from the elastic effects,
the attenuation of the earth uniformly decreases the seismic energy for
every wavelength of propagation. At larger distances the path for the
shallower rupture traverses a generally lower Q section of the model
and the associated stations will be characterized by response spectra
with diminished amplitudes at short periods. The vertical components
of ground motion are dependent upon SV- and P-wave energy. As the
attenuation is less severe for P-waves, the vertical components
generally show larger short-period response at greater distances for
shallow events, relative to deeper events, than do the horizontal
components. In addition to geometric spreading and attenuation, the
vertical radiation pattern of the seismic source effects the response
spectral values. For example, for strike-slip faulting the shallow
source will radiate more SH energy towards the near-field stations than
would the otherwise identical deeper source.

While geometric spreading, elastic wave propagation effects and the
source radiation pattern are equally important for shaping the response
spectra, for the site distances and Q-values considered in this report
attenuation is of lessor significance for the long periods. As shallow
sources excite larger su�face waves than deeper sources, it was
anticipated that the long period response, relative to the ZPA would
increase with both distance and decreasing source depth. This study
quantifies these expected changes in the shape of the response
spectrum for a range of source depths and site conditions.

The wide range of spectral ratios presented in Chapter 5, Figures 27
through 41, can be used to scale the response spectra for the effects
of source depth. As discussed throughout this report, these ratios are
dependent upon the material properties of the model. This study
should be used with care to insure that the models accurately represent
the recording conditions of the actual accelerogram. The most sensitive
parameter is obviously Q and, of the four models, the soft-soil model
should be used with the greatest caution. Changes in Q in the shallow
layers of this model will affect primarily the predictions at large
distances for shallow sources.

Scaling of the shape and amplitude of the response spectra is
recognized as a necessary, but unfortunate, circumstance of the sparse
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data set. Noting the cautions in the above paragraph, we offer a
simple rule of thumb for use in selecting or rejecting accelerograms for
scaling for a particular site. Records should not be used that require
more than a factor of two scaling for the short period response and a
factor of three for the long period response. Clearly as the required
scaling is reduced, the confidence in the accuracy is increased. This
simple rule is premised on the opinion that scaling should be limited to
a range comparable with the dispersion of the strong ground motion
data and the recognition that the reliability of the scaling curves
increases with period.

8.2 The Effects of Rupture Depth, Site Conditions and Magnitudes on
Spectral Values.

The sensitivity studies presented in Chapter 6 address the second
set of objectives for this report regarding the conditions under which
small magnitude and shallow, EUS earthquakes could produce ground
motions in excess of those from larger magnitude but deeper, EUS
earthquakes. Response spectral values for four different depth M4.5
ruptures simulation were compared with the corresponding values for a
deep M5.5 rupture simulation in Section 61. Exceedences of the
response spectra from the shallow M4.5 earthquakes over-the deep M5.5
events are evident in Figures 42 through 55. The largest exceedences
are found for the vertical components from the closest and shallowest
events. The wave propagation and source effects discussed in Section
8.1 above are primarily responsible for the large spectral values at
short periods for the shallow events. For the soft-soil sites the short
period horizontal spectra for the M4.5 events are - below the M5.5
spectra at 20 Km. For the stiff site response spectra, the results for
the shallow M4.5 and the deep M5.5 events are comparable at the
largest distances studied.

Some previous researchers have suggested that the process of
rupturing the surface produces a large, high frequency Rayleigh wave,
generally referred to as a "breakout phase." The presence of this
phase has been predicted on the basis of numerical models of very
uniform, smooth rupture on a perfectly planar fault. In order to study
the significance of this phase for the more realistic modeling in this
study, it is necessary to compare the ground motions from surface
ruptures to those from ruptures that stop just short of the surface.
To this end, simulations have been carried out for five cases with the
top of the rupture surface varied from to 500 meters. The results of
this sensitivity study are shown in Figures 56 to 58. Aside from the
effects of source depth discussed above, this study shows that there
are no dramatic effects from rupturing all of the way to the surface
versus rupture stopping at depth. Previous suggestions of a strong
breakout phase may be an artifact of the overly simple and smooth
models.

8.3 The Effects of Site Conditions on Strong Ground Motions

The sensitivity studies presented in Chapter 7 address the third
set of objectives for this report regarding the possible effects of
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differences in local soil onclitions on the seismic 'response spectra for a
given rupture depth, fault type and site distance. Response spectral
ratios were shown for three different M5.5 rupture depths with the
soft-soil spectral values normalized by the average-soil, stiff-soil and
hard-rock spectral values.

The lower velocity propagation paths in the soft-soil crustal model
relative to the normalizing crustal models give rise to short-period
impedance amplifications in the response spectral ratios. These
impedance amplifications are counterbalanced by greater material
attenuation (lower surficial Q values) in the soft-soii paths as a
function of the number of wavelengths propagating through the lowest
Q paths. At longer periods, the attenuation behavior becomes less
important at the site distances considered and the impedance
amplification becomes less important because the corresponding wave-
lengths are too long to be significantly affected by the changes in
shallow velocity but rather are influenced by averaged path properties.
There is, substantial amplification in the response spectral ratios at
longer periods (1 to 4 seconds) associated with the larger surface-wave
amplitudes excited in the soft-soil crustal model relative to the average-
soil, stiff-soil and especially the hard-rock crustal models.

In comparing the short period horizontal response spectral ratios, this
study indicates that 10-30% larger high-frequency motions should be
expected for soft-soil sites relative to average-soil sites within about
10 Km distances for ruptures at 0-5 Km depth. Larger high-frequency
motions for the corresponding vertical components are expected to occur
within about 25 or 30 Km distance for the shallow rupture depth (larger
quality factors associated with the P-waves have less influence). The
deeper rupture simulations are less influenced by the shallow, low Q
material properties and larger high frequency motions (up to 50% in the
horizontal components and up to a factor of ,,2 in the vertical
components) are predicted to occur for soft-soil sites relative to
average soil-sites at all distances considered, Figures 59-61.

The comparison of soft-soil sites to stiff-soil, Figures 62-64, and rock
sites is quite similar to the comparison of soft-soil sites to average-soil
sites, except for slightly more impedance amplification at the closest
distances due to larger differences in near-surface velocities. For the
extreme comparisons of soft-soil sites to hard-rock sites, Figures 65-67,
there is so much impedance amplification in the soft-soil model that the
large differences in shallow quality factors are insufficient to overcome
the amplification effects and the short-period soft-soil spectra can be
expected to exceed the corresponding hard-rock spectra at all site
distances considered, even for the shallowest rupture.

Figures 59-67 show that simple characterizations such as "soil is higher
than rock," or vice versa, cannot be uniformly applied; the response at
an accelerograph reflects the entire filtering process that occurs
between the source and the recording site. The same cautions noted in
Section 8.1 also apply to the ratios presented in Chapter 7 The
results of this study are most applicable when the models are a good
characterization of a particular site. In terms of model sensitivity, the
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Q-val:ues for- the top layers of the soft-soil site are the most sensitive
model parameters in this study. Athough these Q values represent our
best estimates, consistent with the literature review, the values may be
considered. by some individuals to be too lw. We note that within this
study Q increases with frequency ancl� at 30 Hz the Q-values listed in
Tables 14 are doubled. Further increases n Q will have the effect of
increasing the short period response of the soft-soil sites.

8.4 Recommendations

Over the last five years tremendous improvements have been made in
our understanding and ability to predict strong ground motion. These
advances, have been primarily made because modern high speed
computers afford the capability to model the complexities of the rupture
process and wave propagation. The largest uncertainties in current
modeling of strong ground motion are traceable to a few key parameters
describing attenuation in soft materials and the high-frequency behavior
of the seismic source. The hybrid methodology used in this study
bypasses the second parameter, but Q remains a very important
parameter.. Our understanding of the detailed effects of Q would be
greatly improved by doubling the values in the soft-sGil model and
repeating the calculations. This study should be performed in two
steps by first changing the Hz Q values and then� by altering the
frequency dependence of Q. Such a study would provide the data to
extend the results of this study to a broader range of site conditions.
The reliability of the modeling studies could be further enhanced by
designing and performing field experiments to actually measure Q(f).

This study has� been focused on four models with differences in only
the very shallow structure. The study should be extended to a
broader range of site conditions including at least one deep, alluviated
site condition comparable to the Imperial Valley or the Mississippi Basin.
For sites of particular interest, special studies incorporating very
site-specific models would improve the, accuracy and applicability of the
results.

Many sites are not typified by the plane-layered geology assumed in
this model study. Trapping of seismic energy in basins will prolong
the duration of strong ground motion and focusing effects will modulate
the amplitudes. Given the 3-climensional geologic structure beneath a
particular site, wave propagation studies can be completed to determine
if the site will be characterized by larger or smaller ground motions
than the median estimate (site bias).
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